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Abstract
Medical treatments tailored to the individual patient commonly known as personalized
medicine have received increasing attention over the past decades. A promising method for
analysis and prediction in the field of personalized medicine are joint models. Joint models en-
able to jointly model longitudinal and time to event data based on which individualized dynamic
predictions can be derived. In this work we extended the existing framework of flexible Bayesian
additive joint models by implementing a dynamic prediction for the time to event and longitudi-
nal outcomes. Flexible Bayesian additive joint models are a specific class of joint models which
allow for additional subject-specific flexibility. We investigate if this additional flexibility im-
proves the overall predictive quality by comparing our framework to a standard joint modeling
approach by means of accuracy measures explicitly developed for the joint modeling framework.
Our results show that a dynamic prediction based on flexible Bayesian additive joint models
generally outperforms the standard model approach. Moreover, we could show that if the true
underlying association of longitudinal marker and event is nonlinear the dynamic prediction
generally performs better when modeling a time-varying association instead of a constant one.
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1 Introduction
Individualizing a patient’s treatment plan, known as personalized medicine, has received great at-
tention over the past decades. Studies have shown that the way individuals respond to a medication
highly depends on their ethnic background and specific genes, such that the medication might be
helpful for one patient but harmful or even leading to death for another patient (Mukherjee and
Topol, 2002; Currie et al., 2006). This is one reason why adverse drug reaction is the fifth highest
cause of death in the US (Mukherjee and Topol, 2002). Recent efforts in biostatistics have lead to
an increasing development of methods that take more into account this variability between individ-
uals. One method that contributes to this branch of medicine are joint models for longitudinal and
time-to-event data, based on which individual dynamic predictions can be derived. These models
are well suited for personalized medicine since they use random effects and are thus subject-specific
by nature (Rizopoulos et al., 2015).
Joint models are applicable in settings where the interest lies in analyzing the effect of a longitu-
dinal measure, often a time-varying biomarker, on some event of interest which can be the onset of a
disease or the time of death. A well known field of application is in AIDS research where the associ-
ation between CD4 cell count and the time until seroconversion or death is examined (Pawitan and
Self, 1993; Wulfsohn and Tsiatis, 1997). The main idea to unbiasedly estimate this association is to
model the longitudinal observations in a submodel, usually using a linear mixed model, jointly with
a survival submodel. This way of modeling the biomarker allows to account for a potential measure-
ment error in the biomarker and the marker enters the survival submodel as a continuous variable
in time although it is only observed intermittently. In a shared random effects approach unbiased
estimates are obtained by deriving a joint likelihood assuming that the random effects influence both
submodels, longitudinal and survival, and that the submodels are conditionally independent, given
those random effects.
Based on a fitted joint model subject-specific dynamic predictions for either the survival outcome
or the longitudinal marker value can be derived. Those predictions are beneficial since (1) they are
individualized, (2) they can be updated as soon as new observations are collected and (3) they utilize
the whole longitudinal history (Rizopoulos et al., 2014). With regard to personalized medicine, the
aim of such predictions is that physicians can individually adjust the treatment plan by using
predictions of a disease progression or the occurrence of an event and therefore are able to improve
their patient’s prospects. Rizopoulos (2011) for instance investigate the association between CD4 cell
count and survival for patients with advanced HIV. Based on dynamic predictions for the survival
outcome, they evaluate how suitable CD4 cell count discriminates between individuals that died
within a medical relevant time frame after their last assessment and individuals that are still alive.
Another more progressive work by Tomer et al. (2019) suggests to personalize the screening intervals
for low-risk prostate cancer patients based on dynamic predictions in order to avoid unnecessary
painful biopsies.
Many joint models only focus on modeling simple parametric longitudinal trajectories (Brown
et al., 2005). However, a lot of trajectories are highly nonlinear and/or differ between individuals
which is at the core of personalized medicine. This can be seen for example in Figure 1 where the
observed logarithm of serum bilirubin, a biomarker that is associated with the chronic, fatal liver
disease primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC), is shown for five randomly selected subjects from the pbc2
data, available in the R package JMbayes. In order to capture this non-linearity joint models have
been developed that allow a more flexible modeling using for example a spline-based approach (Ding
and Wang, 2008; Brown et al., 2005; Rizopoulos and Ghosh, 2011). Yet, the disadvantage of such an
approach is specifying an appropriate number and position of knots since a smaller number of knots
tends to underfit the trajectory and a larger number may result in wiggly functions. To overcome
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Figure 1: Longitudinal marker values of log(serum Billirubin) for five randomly selected subjects
from the data pbc2: observed values (points) and (a) linear interpolation (lines); (b) LOESS
smoother (lines)
these problems Ko¨hler et al. (2017) proposed a class of joint models, so called flexible Bayesian
additive joint models, that model the longitudinal trajectory using P-splines which are based on a
B-splines basis but a penalty applied to the corresponding coefficients avoids selecting an explicit
number of knots. Further, a time-varying association between the biomarker and time to event
can be modeled. All parameters in this class of models are estimated in a Bayesian approach since
the estimation in a frequentist approach requires integrating over the potentially high-dimensional
random effects distribution (Ko¨hler et al., 2017).
The main focus of this work is to implement a dynamic prediction that is based on flexible
Bayesian additive joint models and then to evaluate the predictive quality. This is of special in-
terest since Ko¨hler et al. (2017) have shown in a simulation study that more flexible joint models
frequently outperform less flexible joint models when comparing the bias and MSE of the coefficient
estimates. This is especially the case for the fit of the longitudinal trajectories since less flexible joint
models seem to underestimate the nonlinearity in the trajectory (Ko¨hler et al., 2017). Moreover,
Andrinopoulou et al. (2018) showed in a simulation study that individualized dynamic predictions
are overall improved when assuming a time-varying association between the marker and the time to
event process, even if the true underlying association is only constant.
Therefore, in this work, we are going to evaluate if a more flexible joint model setup and also
a time-varying association may improve the accuracy of subject-specific dynamic predictions by
implementing the dynamic prediction introduced by Rizopoulos (2011) and Proust-Lima and Taylor
(2009) for the class of flexible Bayesian additive joint models. In order to assess the quality of our
dynamic prediction, we are going to conduct a simulation study in which our predictions are going to
be compared to the ones obtained from a less flexible class of joint models. Therefore, both dynamic
predictions are compared by means of evaluation methods popular in survival analysis. Moreover,
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we are going to evaluate and demonstrate the main usage of the implemented prediction based on a
reanalysis of the aforementioned PBC data that is widely used in the joint modeling framework. In
the analysis we are further going to compare our results again to the less flexible joint model class.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: First, we are going to give an introduction to
longitudinal data analysis as well as time to event data analysis which form the basic methodology
for joint models. Then, in Section 2.3, joint models for longitudinal and time to event data, which
we are mostly going to denote as only joint models, are introduced. In Section 3, we will extend
the standard joint model to the aforementioned flexible Bayesian additive joint model. In the next
Section 4, we are first going to derive the dynamic prediction for both, the survival and longitudinal
outcome, then present important evaluation measures from time to event data analysis which were
adapted to our dynamic setting, and third give details on how this prediction is implemented for
flexible Bayesian additive joint models. In Section 5 we will reanalyse the PBC data and evaluate
the dynamic prediction and thereby demonstrate its main usage. In order to evaluate the predictive
quality, we conducted a simulation study whose design and results are shown in Section 6.
2 Joint models for longitudinal and time to event data
2.1 Longitudinal data analysis
In many studies and especially in clinical trials it is common to collect repeated measurements of
a certain variable, e.g. a bio marker, over time. The main advantage of analyzing longitudinal
data, compared to only cross-sectional data, is that they take into account two types of information.
First, the cross-sectional information reflecting differences between individuals. And second, the
time series information reflecting changes within individuals over time. To analyze this type of
data we cannot use standard statistical tools like linear regression since the observations within
one subject are potentially correlated and therefore the assumption of independent observations is
violated. A popular model that takes this correlation into account is the linear mixed model: Let
yi = [yi1, yi2, ..., yini ]
> be the ni dimensional response vector holding all longitudinal measurements
on subject i, i = 1, 2, ..., n, where yij denotes the observed value for subject i at time point tij ,
j = 1, ..., ni. The linear mixed effects model (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000) can be written as
yi = Xiβ +Zibi + εi,
bi ∼ N (0,D),
εi ∼ N (0,Ri),
b1, ..., bn, ε1, ..., εn independent,
(2.1)
where Xi and Zi are known ni × p and ni × q design matrices, β is a p dimensional vector of fixed
effects, bi is a q dimensional vector of subject-specific random effects and εi is a vector containing
the residuals εij , j = 1, 2, ..., ni. Furthermore, D is a q × q dimensional covariance matrix and Ri
being the ni × ni covariance matrix of the residuals. The random effects and residuals are assumed
to be independent. For a compact version we define: the response vector y = [y>1 , ...,y
>
N ]
>, the
design matrices X = [X>1 , ...,X
>
n ]
> and Z = diag(Z1, ...,Zn), the random effects b = [b>1 , ..., b
>
n ]
>
as well as the block diagonal covariance matrices G = diag(D, ...,D), with n times matrix D on its
diagonal, and R = diag(R1, ...,Rn) for the random effects and the residuals, respectively.
Model (2.1) can be reformulated as a two stage, hierarchical model (Fahrmeir et al., 2009), where
the conditional distribution of y can be derived as
y | b ∼ N (Xβ +Zb,R). (2.2)
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In this representation the expectation of y is a function of the fixed and random effects. The marginal
distribution can be derived as
y ∼ N (Xβ,V ), V = R+ZGZ> (2.3)
where the expectation of y depends now only on the fixed effects but the random effects add an
extra term to the covariance.
To give an overview of the estimation of the fixed and random effects, we for now assume
the variance V of the marginal representation (2.3) to be known. Thus, estimates of the fixed
effects can be obtained using generalized least squares (GLS). This yields the estimator βˆ =
(X>V −1X)−1X>V −1y which is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for β by Gauss-Markov
theorem. The predictions for the random effects b can be obtained from the best linear predictor
(BLP) bˆ = GZ>V −1(y − Xβˆ). In fact, these estimators coincide with the ones resulting from
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE): due to p(y, b) = p(y | b)p(b), the log likelihood can be
derived, omitting additive constants, as
l(β, b) ∝ −1
2
(y −Xβ −Zb)>R−1(y −Xβ −Zb)− 1
2
b>G−1b. (2.4)
Maximizing this expression coincides with the minimization of a penalized least squares criteria that
for example is of following form
min
β,b
(y −Xβ −Zb)>R−1(y −Xβ −Zb) + λb>G−1b, (2.5)
where λ is called the smoothing parameter that controls the amount of penalization. Hence, the
second term in the log likelihood (2.4) takes into account the fact that b stems from a distribution
with mean 0 and covariance matrix G and penalizes violations from E(b) = 0 weighted by G.
So far we assumed the variance V of model (2.3) to be known. However, to be able to obtain
feasible estimates for β and b we need estimates for the variance components of V . Therefore, let
G =: G(ϑ) and R =: R(ϑ) and thus also V =: V (ϑ) depend on the unknown variance parameters
ϑ. By maximizing the log likelihood of the marginal model
l(β,ϑ) ∝ −1
2
{
log|V (ϑ)|+ (y −Xβ)>V (ϑ)−1(y −Xβ)} (2.6)
for β and inserting the resulting estimate β˜(ϑ) = (X>V (ϑ)−1X)−1X>V (ϑ)−1y again in equation
(2.6), we get the profile likelihood lp(ϑ). Maximizing the profile likelihood with respect to ϑ gives
the ML-estimate ϑˆML. However, this estimate ϑˆML is biased downwards since the loss of degrees
of freedom due to the estimation of β˜ is not taken into account. For this reason, the estimation
of ϑ is often based on the restricted likelihood lR(ϑ) that can be obtained by integrating out β
in the likelihood (2.6). Maximizing the restricted likelihood with respect to ϑ gives the restricted
ML-estimate ϑˆREML. Plugging the resulting variance estimate V (ϑˆREML) into the estimator for
the fixed effects βˆ and random effects bˆ yields feasible estimates for β and b, respectively.
2.2 Time-to-event data analysis
In time-to-event data analysis, often also referred to as survival analysis, the interest lies in analyzing
the time until a dichotomous event of interest such as the onset of a disease or death occurs. In this
case the response variable is the time until this event. The analysis of such data is often complicated
by censoring which for example means that a subject drops out of the study before the actual event
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happened. In consequence, the true event time cannot be observed. Instead we only observe the
censoring time which is the last time point where this subject was known to be event free. This
concept is called right censoring since the event of interest is known to take place after the last
observed time point. Other censoring mechanisms are left censoring where the event happens before
the observed event time and interval censoring where the actual event occurs in the interval between
two observed time points. When modeling time-to-event data it is important to take into account the
potential censoring mechanism. Therefore, in the following we are going to present basic concepts
and a popular model for estimating the time to a potentially right censored event.
2.2.1 Important concepts
Let Ti denote the observed event time for subject i, i = 1, 2, ..., n, which is equal to the true event
time T ∗i if subject i is not censored. Otherwise Ti equals the censoring time Ci. In general, Ti is
defined as the minimum of the true event time and the censoring time. Further, we introduce the
event indicator δi = I(T
∗
i ≤ Ci) that takes 1 if the subject experiences the event. The survival
function S(t) is generally used to describe the distribution of T ∗ with
S(t) = Pr(T ∗ > t) =
∫ ∞
t
f(t) dt (2.7)
where f(.) denotes the corresponding probability density function. Another important function is
the hazard function h(t) with
h(t) = lim
dt→0
Pr(t ≤ T ∗ < t+ dt | T ∗ ≥ t)
dt
, t > 0 (2.8)
which describes the instantaneous rate at which an event occurs, given it did not occur until t. Note,
that the hazard function completely specifies the distribution of T ∗ which means that we can derive
the survival function and also the corresponding density from the hazard via
S(t) = exp
[
−
∫ t
0
h(u) du
]
= exp [−Λ(t)] , (2.9)
where Λ(t) =
∫ t
0
h(u) du is called cumulative hazard function and
f(t) = h(t)S(t), (2.10)
respectively. For a detailed derivation of the connection between the different functions see A.
2.2.2 Cox model
The Cox model (Cox, 1972) is a widely used and popular model to fit a time-to-event model. The
hazard for one subject i, i = 1, 2, ..., n, in the Cox model specifies that
hi(t) = h0(t) exp(w
>
i γ), (2.11)
where h0(t) is the baseline hazard that is an unknown, positive function and γ is a vector of unknown
parameters that linearly link the observed covariates wi to the log hazard. As the baseline hazard
is assumed to be the same for all subjects, the risk differences between two subjects are completely
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determined by its time-constant, linear predictors which can be seen in more detail by taking the
hazard ratio of two individuals i and j, i 6= j, at time point t
hi(t)
hj(t)
=
h0(t) exp(w
>
i γ)
h0(t) exp(w>j γ)
) = exp
(
(w>i −w>j )γ
)
. (2.12)
Hence, the hazard ratio is time-constant and does not depend on the baseline hazard anymore leading
to proportional hazard rates (Klein and Moeschberger, 2006).
For the derivation of the likelihood it is important to take into account the potentially right
censored event times. Therefore, the likelihood consists of two parts. First, the non-censored
subjects following the density fi(t) and second the censored subjects that contribute the probability
Si(t) = Pr(T
∗
i > t) to the likelihood yielding
L(γ) =
n∏
i=1
fi(Ti)
δi Si(Ti)
1−δi
=
n∏
i=1
hi(Ti)
δi Si(Ti)
=
n∏
i=1
hi(Ti)
δi exp
[
−
∫ t
0
hi(u)du
]
(2.13)
where the second equality follows from inserting the definition of the density fi(t) = hi(t)Si(t).
Given the property of proportional hazard rates, we can estimate the effect of the parameters γ
on the hazard leaving the baseline hazard h0(t) completely unspecified. This is done by deriving a
partial likelihood: Starting from (2.13) we can rewrite the likelihood as
L(γ) =
n∏
i=1
(
hi(Ti)∑
j:Tj≥Ti hj(Ti)
)δi (∑
j:Tj≥Ti
hj(Ti)
)δi
Si(Ti) (2.14)
by multiplying and dividing the term (
∑
j:Tj≥Ti hj(Ti))
δi . Cox (1972) argues that most information
on γ is in the first term, while the loss of information from leaving out the last two terms is usually
slight. Thus, he suggests using the partial likelihood
pl(γ) =
n∏
i=1
(
hi(Ti)∑
j:Tj≥Ti hj(Ti)
)δi
=
n∏
i=1
(
exp(w>i γ)∑
j:Tj≥Ti exp(w
>
j γ)
)δi
(2.15)
which does not depend on the baseline hazard anymore. Parameter estimates for the coefficient
vector γ can then be obtained using ML on the partial likelihood which leads to consistent and
asymptotically normally distributed estimates with mean γ being the true parameter vector (Tsiatis,
1981).
2.2.3 Extended Cox model
The previously introduced Cox model only allows for time-constant variables in the specification
of the hazard function. In order to also include time-varying covariates Andersen and Gill (1982)
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extended the existing Cox model to the extended Cox model which however is only unbiased for
external time-varying covariates. Before presenting the model, let us introduce the concept of
external and internal time-varying covariates by following Chapter 6 in Kalbfleisch and Prentice
(2011). Let x(t) denote a single, time-varying covariate that can be observed at time point t.
External time-varying covariates are all variables which fulfill
Pr
(
T ∗ ∈ [u, t) | x(u), T ∗ > u) = Pr(T ∗ ∈ [u, t) | x(t), T ∗ > u) (2.16)
for all u, t such that 0 < u ≤ t. This means that the probability for an event to occur in the interval
[u, t) should be independent from the fact that we already have observations for the time-varying
variable in that interval. An equivalent definition is
f
(
x(t) | x(u), T ∗ > u) = f(x(t) | x(u), T ∗ = u), t > u, (2.17)
where f(.) denotes the density of the value for the longitudinal process at a certain point in time. This
representation formalizes the idea that the variable’s future path is not affected by the occurrence of
the event at some previous time point. On the other hand, internal time-varying covariates are all
time-varying covariates that neither satisfy (2.16) nor (2.17). Typically, they arise as time-dependent
measurements taken from the subjects under study, e.g. a biomarker. The exact distinction between
those two types of variables is important since internal time-varying covariates require special treat-
ment and would lead to biased estimates in the extended Cox model.
The extended Cox model then models the association between the external time-varying covari-
ates and the hazard as
hi(t) = h0(t) exp
(
w>i γ + xi(t)
>β
)
(2.18)
where wi is a vector of time-constant baseline covariates and xi(t) contains all time-varying covari-
ates. Note, that in the case of time-dependent covariates we no longer have proportional hazard
rates. Taking the hazard ratio of two subjects i and j, i 6= j, we get
hi(t)
hj(t)
=
h0(t) exp(w
>
i γ + xi(t)
>β)
h0(t) exp(w>j γ + xj(t)>β)
= exp
{
(wi −wj)>γ + (xi(t)− xj(t))>β
}
, (2.19)
where the ratio now depends on time and thus is not time-constant but still independent of the
baseline hazard.
This model already provides a simple approach to estimate the effect of a longitudinal biomarker
on the hazard for an event. However, we would assume the marker to be observed without any
measurement errors and to be constant between observations while their true underlying process is
continuous in time. To overcome these issues, two-stage models have been developed. In these, the
longitudinal observations are first modeled in a linear mixed model and the resulting predictions are
then imputed into a survival model (Dafni and Tsiatis, 1998). However, these models still ignore
the internal structure of longitudinal biomarkers which may lead to biased estimates of the effect
towards zero (Prentice, 1982). In order to unbiasedly estimate the association of a longitudinal
biomarker and a survival process joint models have been developed.
2.3 Joint models
Joint models are applicable in settings where subjects are observed over time and the aim is to
determine the effect of a longitudinal covariate on the time to an event of interest. Such settings
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are common when monitoring for example the progression of a disease. In this case the longitudinal
covariate is typically a biomarker and the event of interest could be death or the onset of a disease.
Since measurements of the biomarker are taken from the subject under study, it is very likely
that they are influenced by the event which violates assumption (2.17) and thus they are considered
internal. Further, they are generally measured with an error and their value is only known at specific
time points. Therefore, the above introduced extended Cox model which models the association of a
time-varying covariate and a time-to-event outcome results in biased estimates and standard errors
(Prentice, 1982).
Joint models, on the other hand, provide unbiased estimates for this association by using a
shared parameter approach where a latent parameter is assumed to influence both the longitudinal
and time to event submodels and thus links those two models. A joint likelihood for both submodels
can then be derived under the assumption of conditional independence, given the latent parameter.
In the literature of joint models different models exist that differ in how they specify this latent
parameter as well as the association of the longitudinal marker and the time-to-event process. One
approach is the joint latent class model (Proust-Lima et al., 2014) that utilizes latent classes as
this latent parameter. In these models n subjects are divided into different latent homogeneous
subgroups/classes where each class has its own class-specific longitudinal trajectory and a class-
specific risk for the event. It is assumed that the longitudinal trajectory and time-to-event are
conditionally independent given these latent classes. This type of models account for heterogeneous
subpopulations but permits to flexibly model the association between the longitudinal marker and
event process (Proust-Lima et al., 2014). Therefore, in the following we are going to only focus on
shared random effects joint models where the random effects are assumed to link the longitudinal
and survival process.
Moreover, we need to differentiate between joint models that only include one longitudinal marker
and multivariate joint models that contain multiple longitudinal markers. Due to the complexity
when modeling multiple longitudinal markers, we are only going to focus on joint models that
consider one longitudinal marker for the rest of this work.
In the following, a standard joint model setup together with a frequentist estimation approach
is presented, closely following Rizopoulos (2012). In Section 2.3.2 we are going to give an overview
on the Bayesian joint models approach, referring to Rizopoulos (2016).
2.3.1 Model formulation
As in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, for subject i, i = 1, 2, ..., n, let T ∗i and Ci denote the true event time and
censoring time, respectively; let Ti = min(T
∗
i , Ci) be the observed event time and δi = I(T
∗
i ≤ Ci)
being the event indicator. For the internal time-varying covariate let yi(t) denote its value at
time point t for subject i. Values for yi are only observed intermittently at time points tij with
j = 1, ..., ni. Hence, the actual observed longitudinal data consist of yij = {yi(tij), j = 1, ..., ni}.
Following Rizopoulos (2012) the basic joint model consists of a survival submodel which is of the
form
hi(t) = h0(t) exp
{
w>i γ + αmi(t)
}
, t > 0, (2.20)
with baseline survival covariates wi and the ‘true’ longitudinal marker mi(t) where α models the
association between the longitudinal and survival process. This true marker value is obtained from
yij by using a linear mixed model as in (2.1)
yij = mi(tij) + εij
= xi(tij)
>β + zi(tij)>bi + εij , (2.21)
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with xi(tij) denoting the vector of covariates for the fixed effects and zi(tij) the vector of covariates
for the random effects for subject i at time point tij and εij ∼ N (0, σ2). The marker enters the
model as a continuously defined covariate in time without measurement error which alleviates two
of the previously mentioned issues. In the case of joint models a specification of the baseline hazard
h0(.) is required since otherwise computation of standard errors is complicated. For this we com-
monly use e.g. a parametric distribution, piecewise-constant functions or a spline-based approach
(for more details see Chapter 4.3 in Rizopoulos (2012)).
In this Section we base the estimation of the joint model’s parameters on a maximum likelihood
approach that maximizes the joint likelihood of the survival and longitudinal process {T , δ,y}
with T = [T1, ..., Tn]
> and δ = [δ1, ..., δn]>. To derive the joint likelihood we assume conditional
independence of both, the two submodels and the repeated observations over time, given the random
effects, that is
p(Ti, δi,yi | bi;ϑ) = p(Ti, δi | bi;ϑ) p(yi | bi;ϑ), and (2.22)
p(yi | bi;ϑ) =
∏
j
p{yi(tij) | bi;ϑ}, (2.23)
where ϑ = [ϑ>t ,ϑ
>
y ,ϑ
>
b ]
> denotes the full parameter vector of the joint model with the parameters
of the survival model ϑt, the longitudinal model ϑy, and the parameters ϑb for the covariance matrix
of the random effects. Using this independence assumption we can formally derive the likelihood in
a shared parameter approach as
L(ϑ | T , δ,y) =
n∏
i=1
p(Ti, δi,yi | ϑ)
=
n∏
i=1
∫
p(Ti, δi,yi, bi | ϑ)dbi
=
n∏
i=1
∫
p(Ti, δi,yi | bi;ϑ) p(bi;ϑb)dbi
=
n∏
i=1
∫
p(Ti, δi | bi;ϑt) p(yi | bi;ϑy) p(bi,ϑb)dbi
=
n∏
i=1
∫
p(Ti, δi | bi;ϑt)
[
ni∏
j=1
p(yij | bi;ϑy)
]
p(bi;ϑb)dbi, (2.24)
where the fourth equality follows from assumption (2.22) and the fifth by using assumption (2.23).
The contribution of subject i to the likelihood for the survival submodel is
p(Ti, δi | bi;ϑt) = hi(Ti | bi;ϑt)δi exp
[
−
∫ Ti
0
hi(s | bi;ϑt)ds
]
, (2.25)
and the contribution for the longitudinal part
p(yi | bi;ϑy) =
ni∏
j=1
(
2piσ2
)− 12 exp(− (yij −mi(tij))2
2σ2
)
, (2.26)
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and a multivariate normal density for p(bi;ϑb).
In a frequentist approach estimation is based on maximizing the joint likelihood (2.24). This
maximization can be achieved by using standard algorithms. In the literature of joint models the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, where the random effects are treated as ‘missing data’,
is traditionally preferred (Wulfsohn and Tsiatis, 1997; Henderson et al., 2000). A drawback of
the EM algorithm is its slow convergence especially near the maximum. Therefore, Rizopoulos
(2012) suggests the use of a combination of EM and Newton-Raphson algorithm to achieve faster
convergence. For quick introductions to the EM and Newton-Raphson algorithm see B.3 and B.2 in
the appendix.
Moreover, the maximization of the joint likelihood is complicated by the necessity of numeri-
cal integration for both integrals, the one over time in the survival likelihood (2.25) and the one
with respect to the random effects in (2.24). The integral over time is always one-dimensional.
However, the integration over the random effects causes difficulties since highly flexible subject-
specific structures increase the dimension of the random effects which makes the estimation of the
parameters unstable and may even be infeasible in a frequentist setup. Therefore, the integrals are
approximated using a Gaussian quadrature. For a brief introduction to Gaussian quadrature see B.1.
In order to estimate a shared random effects joint model that contains one longitudinal marker in
a frequentist setting, different software implementations have already been developed, such as the R
packages JM (Rizopoulos, 2010), joineR (Philipson et al., 2020), the stata module stjm (Crowther,
2013), and the SAS macro JMFit (Zhang et al., 2016). For a more detailed overview on the existing
software see Papageorgiou et al. (2019). Note that the packages highly differ in their flexibility
allowing to model the baseline hazard, the longitudinal trajectory, as well as the association between
the longitudinal and time-to-event outcome. Moreover, they differently parameterize the association
between the longitudinal marker and the time-to-event process, i.e. some only include the random
effects bi in the model for the survival outcome whereas other packages include the complete true
longitudinal measure mi.
2.3.2 Bayesian analysis in joint models
The joint model introduced so far is based on a frequentist approach. However, it often can be
beneficial to apply a Bayesian approach, since a Bayesian joint model approach allows straightforward
model assessment, asymptotic approximations for inference are not necessary and prior beliefs on
the parameters can be incorporated (Gould et al., 2015). This approach also allows to more flexibly
model the subject-specific random effects since now the random effects are also treated as parameters
and we therefore do not need to integrate them out in the likelihood. Formally this can be seen from
the posterior distribution of the joint model (Rizopoulos, 2016)
p(ϑ, b | y,T , δ) ∝
n∏
i=1
p(Ti, δi | bi,ϑt)
[
ni∏
j=1
p(yij | bi;ϑy)
]
p(bi;ϑb)p(ϑ). (2.27)
Now also the parameters ϑy and ϑt are assumed to be random variables with prior distribution
p(ϑ). Point estimates for the parameters of the joint model can be obtained by posterior mode
or posterior mean estimation which are typically calculated by either Newton-Raphson algorithm
or Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling, respectively. The most widely used sampler in
Bayesian joint models is the Gibbs sampling approach, see for instance Faucett and Thomas (1996);
R. Brown and G. Ibrahim (2003), where the full parameter vector ϑ is divided into P possibly
multivariate parameter blocks ϑp. For each of these blocks the full conditionals f(ϑp | y,ϑ−p), with
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ϑ−p denoting all parameter blocks but the p -th, are known. In every iteration step l = 1, ..., L, the
sampler loops threw all P blocks and draws a sample ϑ
(l)
p based on all recent samples of ϑ−p.
So far only two R packages, JMBayes (Rizopoulos, 2016) and bamlss (Umlauf et al., 2018), have
been developed that are able to fit a joint model under a Bayesian approach. The main difference
between those two packages is the flexibility allowing to model the subject-specific longitudinal
trajectories and non-linear effects.
3 Flexible Bayesian additive joint models
In the following, a flexible framework for estimating additive joint models is presented where we are
especially going to focus on two extensions of the former introduced standard shared parameter joint
model: a more flexible specification of the longitudinal trajectory and a time-varying association of
the longitudinal and time-to-event process. Therefore, we are first going to introduce the concept of
B-splines, and especially its penalized version P-splines, which allow us to more flexibly model the
effect of the covariates on the response. Then we will present the general setup and estimation of the
flexible Bayesian additive joint models where we closely follow Ko¨hler et al. (2017) who developed
and implemented this type of models in the R package bamlss.
3.1 Penalized B-splines
In order to achieve a more flexible modeling of the relationship between the covariates and the
response we want to relax the linearity assumption. Assuming linearity we have the following effect
from one covariate on the response
E(y | x) = xβ, (3.1)
with the observed response y = [y1, ..., yn]
>, the observed covariate x = [x1, ..., xn]> as well as
the unobserved coefficient β. A first step to gain more flexibility could be the use of polynomials.
However, a polynomial of small order implies a specific form of f which thus lacks in flexibility. A
higher polynomial allows more flexibility though, but often leads to wiggly functions and variable
estimates. To overcome these problems we use a nonparametric regression where we assume that
the dependence of y on x is given by
E(y | x) = f(x), (3.2)
where f(.) is an unspecified smooth function. There exist several approaches on how to define this
function. In this work we will only focus on a spline approach, specifically the penalized B-splines
representation.
B-splines (De Boor, 1978) are piecewise polynomial functions of degree l that are smoothly joined
at a sequence of m knots κ1, ..., κm. Each basis function has a support that covers l+2 knots. Using
B-splines, we can define the smooth function in (3.2) as a linear combination (Fahrmeir and Tutz,
2013)
f(xi) =
D∑
d=1
βdBd(xi), (3.3)
where Bd(xi) denotes the dth spline basis function evaluated at xi and βd is the corresponding
coefficient. A B-spline basis of degree l yields D = l+m−1 basis functions which can be recursively
defined as
Bld(z) =
z − κd−l
κd − κd−lB
l−1
d−1 +
κd+l − z
κd+1 − κd+1−lB
l−1
d (z). (3.4)
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B-splines can be incorporated in a linear model by setting up the following design matrix
B =
B1(x1) · · · BD(x1)... ...
B1(xn) · · · BD(xn)
 , (3.5)
where the corresponding parameter vector β = [β1, ..., βD]
> can be estimated using the least squares
criterion. A common choice of basis functions are cubic splines. The more difficult task is deciding
for a number and position of knots since they strongly determine the degree of smoothness. The
knots may be placed equidistant or by quantiles (Fahrmeir and Tutz, 2013).
For a large number of knots, the resulting function could become too wiggly, resulting in over-
fitting. Whereas for a smaller number the function may be too flat. To overcome this trade-off
between over- and underfitting and in order to avoid choosing an explicit number of knots, Eilers
and Marx (1996) suggest the use of penalized B-splines, so-called P-splines, which penalize abrupt
jumps between neighboring spline coefficients by introducing a difference penalty. Therefore, typ-
ically a large number of equidistant knots is selected. Instead of fitting by least squares we now
minimize the penalized least squares criterion
PLS(λ) =
n∑
i=1
(
yi −
D∑
d=1
βdBd(xi)
)2
+ λ
D∑
d=r+1
(∆rβd)
2, (3.6)
where the difference penalties ∆rβd = ∆rβd−∆r−1βd−1 are recursively defined (Fahrmeir and Tutz,
2013). A popular penalty are second order differences since they correspond to a penalty on the
second derivative of the spline which penalizes too strong curvature of the function. For a matrix
representation of the difference penalty we define the difference matrices Dr
D1 =

1 −1
1 −1
. . .
. . .
1 −1
 D2 =

1 −2 1
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
 (3.7)
where D1 and D2 are difference matrices of first and second order, respectively. The penalty term
from the above PLS criterion can then be rewritten as
λ
D∑
d=r+1
(∆rβd)
2 = λβ>D>r Drβ = λβ
>Krβ. (3.8)
The smoothing parameter λ controls the amount of smoothness, which can for instance be estimated
by minimizing the AIC criterion or cross-validation (Fahrmeir and Tutz, 2013). For λ→ 0, meaning
there is barely any penalization, we get a function close to standard B-splines. For λ → ∞, which
means giving a large weight to the penalty of order r, the resulting function will approach a poly-
nomial of degree r− 1 (Eilers and Marx, 1996). Second order penalties would then for example lead
to a straight line.
It is also possible to estimate P-splines in a Bayesian approach as Bayesian P-splines (Lang
and Brezger, 2004) where the spline coefficients β are now assumed to be random variables and
smoothness is caused by an appropriate prior distribution. More accurately, the difference penalties
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are induced by their stochastic analogue: a random walk. A first order difference penalty for instance
corresponds to a first order random walk and second differences to a second order random walk (Lang
and Brezger, 2004)
βd = βd−1 + ud or βd = 2βd−1 − βd−2 + ud, d = 2, ..., D (3.9)
with the Gaussian error ud ∼ N (0, τ2) and β1 ∼ const, or β1 ∼ const and β2 ∼ const as the priors
for the starting value in a first order or second order random walk, respectively. For a first order
random walk we can derive the conditional distribution of βd (Fahrmeir et al., 2009) as
βd | βd−1, ..., β1 ∼ N (βd−1, τ2) (3.10)
which implies that the conditional expectation of βd only depends on the previous coefficient βd−1.
Moreover, the larger the variance parameter τ2 the larger we allow βd to deviate from βd−1. Thus,
τ2 controls the amount of smoothness and corresponds to the inverse smoothing parameter λ in a
frequentist approach. Using the conditional distribution (3.10) and the fact that we have a constant
prior for the starting value β1, we can derive a smoothness prior for a first order random walk
(Fahrmeir et al., 2009), that is,
p(β | τ2) =
D∏
d=1
p(βd | βd−1, ..., β1)
= p(β1)
D∏
d=2
p(βd | βd−1)
∝
D∏
d=2
1√
2piτ2
exp
(
− 1
2τ2
(βd − βd−1)2
)
∝ exp
(
− 1
2τ2
D∑
d=1
(βd − βd−1)2
)
∝ exp
(
− 1
2τ2
β>K1β
)
, (3.11)
with the previously defined precision matrix K1 = D
>
1 D1. Note that rank(K1) = D − 1 and
thus the prior is partially improper. The prior for a second order difference penalty can be derived
analogously and equals the prior in (3.11), except for the precision matrix K, up to a multiplicative
constant.
3.2 General setup
In line with Section 2, let Ti denote the probably right-censored observed event time and δi be the
event indicator that equals 1 if subject i experiences the event. The hazard for an event at some
time point t is modeled as
hi(t) = exp {ηi(t)} = exp {ηλi(t) + ηγi + ηαi(t) · ηµi(t)} , (3.12)
with the full predictor η including a predictor ηλ for all time-varying survival covariates and the
log-baseline hazard, a predictor ηγ for all baseline survival covariates, and the longitudinal measure
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ηµ that is related to the hazard via the possibly time-varying predictor ηα (Ko¨hler et al., 2017). The
longitudinal predictor ηµi is modeled using the longitudinal responses yij as
yij = ηµi(tij) + εij , (3.13)
where we can also model the independent residuals εij ∼ N (0, exp [ησi(tij)]2) via the predictor ησi.
The predictor ηµi(tij) represents the ‘true’ longitudinal value at time point tij without the potential
measurement error. This ‘true’ value links the two models (3.12) and (3.13) and further it is a
continuous time-varying covariate in the definition of the hazard.
In order to gain more flexibility, each predictor ηki with k ∈ {λ, γ, α, µ, σ} can be modeled as a
sum of Mk potentially nonparametric functions (see previous Section 3.1). Formally, we have the
structured additive predictors
ηki =
Mk∑
m=1
fkm(xki), (3.14)
with the covariates xki where each function usually depends on either one or two covariates. More-
over, for time-dependent predictors the functions f can also depend on time including a possibly
time-varying covariate vector xki(t). Let the vector ηk = [ηk1, ηk2, ..., ηkn]
> contain the predictors
for all subjects. Then, the vectors in the survival submodel (3.12) are of length n where ηk(t) holds
the evaluations for all n subjects at time point t. In the longitudinal submodel (3.13), the vector
ηk(t) is of length N =
∑
i ni, evaluated at t = [t
>
1 , t
>
2 , ..., t
>
n ]
> which is a vector that contains the
stacked observation time points ti = [ti1, ti2, ..., tini ]
> for all corresponding subjects.
Using these structured additive predictors allow us to model a variety of effects, including linear,
time-varying, smooth, spatial or random effects. To model these effects we use suitable basis func-
tions, that could be for example a spline basis, and its resulting design matrix Xkm in connection
with a penalty matrix P km for term m of predictor k. This yields the generic setup
fkm = Xkmβkm and P km =
1
τ2km
β>kmKkmβkm. (3.15)
Here, fkm denotes the piled function evaluations over individuals, Xkm are the design matrices of
dimension n × pkm or N × pkm for the survival and longitudinal submodel, respectively; and βkm
is a coefficient vector of length pkm. Further, Kkm denotes a precision matrix, that shrinks the
corresponding vector βkm towards zero or penalizes sudden jumps among neighboring parameters.
The variance parameters τ2km control the amount of smoothness for the respective term. For a
Bayesian estimation approach, penalization is imposed by defining appropriate prior distributions
for the parameters. Hence, the penalty P km needs to be incorporated into the prior which for
example could be βkm ∼ N (0, [ 1τ2kmKkm]
−) with A− being the generalized inverse of A. The
unknown variance parameters τkm are either estimated in a fully Bayesian approach by specifying
appropriate hyperpriors such as inverse Gamma priors, or for empirical Bayes inference the variance
parameters are considered unknown constants which are estimated from the data via ML.
To illustrate this setup we will show two examples: First, we can use the former introduced P-
splines to model smooth functions in time where we use a B-splines basis, fkm(t) =
∑D
d=1 βdBd(t) =:
x˜>km(t)βkm, where x˜km denotes the resulting design vector for covariates xkm, together with a differ-
ence precision matrix Kkm = D
>
r Dr with the r-th difference matrix Dr of appropriate dimension.
This approach allows us to avoid deciding on an explicit number of knots and takes under consider-
ation the trade-off between over- and underfitting. Second, we can model a random intercept in the
longitudinal predictor for each subject by using a basis function Xµm of dimension N × n where
the ith column indicates which longitudinal observations belong to subject i. The corresponding
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precision matrix is an n dimensional identity matrix, Kµm = In. Thus, using the above prior we get
βµmi ∼ N (0, τ2km) independently.
3.3 Important extensions
Longitudinal trajectories over time are often heterogeneous between subjects which calls for a highly
flexible and subject-specific modeling (compare Figure 1). Thus, the longitudinal predictor ηµ can
be modeled as (Ko¨hler et al., 2017)
ηµi(t) = fµ1(t) + fµ2(i) + fµ3(t, i) +
Mµ∑
m=4
fµm(xµm), (3.16)
where fµ1(t) is a smooth effect of time, fµ2(i) models a subject-specific random intercept, and
fµ3(t, i) denotes subject-specific deviations from the overall time effect using functional random
intercepts (Scheipl et al., 2015). Besides, additional smooth, linear or parametric effects, including
a global intercept, may be specified within the term
∑Mµ
m=4 fµm(xµm).
The corresponding basis matrix Xµ3 for the functional random intercepts is constructed using
a row tensor product, denoted by , of the marginal basis matrix for the random subject-specific
intercepts Xµ3s and the marginal basis for the smooth effect of time Xµ3t. In the following, we are
going to mark all parameters or matrices related to the random intercept with a subscript s and
those related to the smooth effect of time via subscript t. Using the row tensor product we get
Xµ3 = Xµ3s Xµ3t = (Xµ3s ⊗ 1>D) · (1>n ⊗Xµ3t), (3.17)
with the N × n indicator matrix Xµ3s and the N × D matrix Xµ3t containing the spline basis
functions of the smooth time effect evaluated at t. · denotes element wise multiplication and ⊗ is
the Kronecker product. The resulting basis for the functional random intercepts Xµ3 is an N ×nD
matrix. This leads to the stacked function evaluations fµ3 = Xµ3βµ3 with the coefficient vector
βµ3 of length nD. The corresponding penalty P µ3 is constructed using both marginal precision
matrices:
P µ3 = β
>
µ3
(
1
τ2µ3s
Kµ3s ⊗ It + 1
τ2µ3t
Is ⊗Kµ3t
)
βµ3 = β
>
µ3
(
1
τ2µ3s
K˜µ3s +
1
τ2µ3t
K˜µ3t
)
βµ3, (3.18)
where Kµ3s = In is the precision matrix for the subject-specific random intercepts and Kµ3t is
an appropriate precision matrix for the marginal smooth effect of time that can be for instance a
difference penalty. It and Is are identity matrices of dimensionD and n, respectively. The Kronecker
product then leads to the inflated matrices K˜µ3s and K˜µ3t which are of size nD × nD yielding a
penalization for every subject as well as a smoothness penalization throughout time. τ2µ3s and τ
2
µ3t
are the variance parameters for the random intercepts and the smooth effect of time, respectively,
which control the degree of penalization. Note that τµ3s controls the amount of penalization for the
subject-specific random effects structure whereas τµ3t controls the time effect penalization. Hence,
the amount of penalization can differ in both directions: across subjects and time.
When specifying a global intercept or additional subject-specific random intercepts, we need to
set the following constraints to guarantee indentifiability of the parameters:
∫
fµ1(t)dt = 0 and∫
fµ3(t, i)dt = 0 for each subject i. The global intercept for the survival model is typically contained
in ηµ. For more details on the implementation of the constraints see Ko¨hler et al. (2017).
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A second extension to the basic shared parameter joint model is that we are now able to model
the association between the longitudinal measures and the time-to-event process as an additive pre-
dictor ηα. Consequently, the association can be modeled as a function that depends on time leading
to a time-varying association, or depend on other covariates. This time-varying association between
the biomarker and event process is beneficial since, especially when analysing the course of a disease,
the biomarker is in interaction with an ongoing immune process and therefore it is reasonable to
assume a time-varying effect from the biomarker on the event. This way of modeling the association
also permits to detect time slots in which we have a significant effect of the biomarker on the event
time, or a potential change in the direction of the effect over time (Ko¨hler et al., 2017).
A further extension of the presented model is that we can additionally model the error variance
ε of the longitudinal submodel using the predictor ησ. Hence, the error variance can depend on time
or other covariates.
3.4 Estimation
The estimation of the joint model is based on a Bayesian approach using Newton-Raphson algorithm
and MCMC sampling. This is the case since the possibly highly flexible random effects structure
increase the dimension of its prior distribution. A frequentist approach requires to integrate over
this potentially high dimensional distribution which may lead to infeasible estimates. Thus, to avoid
those problems a Bayesian approach is used.
As for the standard joint model in Section 2.3, the joint likelihood of the longitudinal and time-to-
event process can be derived as the product of the likelihoods of both submodels where we are using
the assumption of conditional independence of the time-to-event outcome [Ti, δi] and longitudinal
outcome yi. The log-likelihood for the time-to-event submodel is
levent[ηλ(T ),ηγ ,ηα(T )ηµ(T ) | T , δ] = δ>η(T )− 1>nΛ(T ), (3.19)
with T = [T1, ..., Tn]
> and δ = [δ1, ..., δn]>. Furthermore, Λ(T ) = [Λ1(T1), ...,Λn(Tn)]> denotes the
vector of the cumulative hazard rates Λi(Ti) = exp(ηγi)
∫ Ti
0
exp[ηλi(u) + ηαi(u) · ηµi(u)]du for all
subjects and η(T ) is the vector of full predictors evaluated at the subject-specific observed event
times. The log-likelihood for the longitudinal submodel is
llong[ηµ(t),ησ(t) | y] = −
N
2
log(2pi)− 1>Nησ(t)−
1
2
(y − ηµ(t))>R−1(y − ηµ(t)), (3.20)
where y = [y>1 , ...,y
>
n ]
> is the longitudinal response and ηµ(t) and ησ(t) are the corresponding
predictor values of length N . The variance term R = blockdiag(R1, ...,Rn) with Ri reflecting the
error structure which we assume to be Ri = diag(exp[ησi(ti1)]
2, ..., exp[ησi(tini)]
2).
The posterior can be derived by specifying appropriate prior distributions for the parameters.
Due to the flexible framework and the possibility of specifying a variety of terms (parametric, linear,
smooth, etc.) the priors differ for the different specifications. Thus, vague normal priors are assigned
to linear or parametric terms and multivariate normal priors are used for random or smooth terms.
A more detailed overview of suitable priors for the different terms can be found in Ko¨hler et al.
(2017). The resulting posterior of the joint model is then
p(ϑ | T , δ,y) ∝ Levent[ηλ(T ),ηγ ,ηα(T ),ηµ(T ) | T , δ] · Llong[ηµ(t),ησ(t) | y]∏
k∈{λ,γ,α,µ,σ}
Mk∏
m=1
[p(βkm | τ 2km)p(τ 2km)], (3.21)
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where Levent and Llong are the likelihoods for the time-to-event and longitudinal submodels, re-
spectively; ϑ is the vector of all parameters in the model and p(βkm | τ 2km) and p(τ 2km) are the
corresponding priors for the regression coefficients and the variance parameters, respectively. For
anisotropic smooths, as for example for the functional random intercepts, we can have multiple
variance parameters τ 2km = (τ
2
kms, τ
2
kmt) involved.
Point estimates for ϑ can be obtained by posterior mode or posterior mean estimation. Due to the
possibility of modeling highly flexible subject-specific structures the posterior mean estimation can
be relatively time consuming. Therefore, posterior mode estimates can be used for a first evaluation
of the model and to obtain starting values for the posterior mean sampling.
Flexible Bayesian additive joint models can be estimated in the R-package bamlss (Umlauf et al.,
2018). Internally, they use the R-package mgcv (Wood, 2011) for the specification of appropriate
basis matrices and corresponding penalties. In bamlss the posterior mode estimation is based on
a Newton-Raphson procedure that updates each term m of predictor k blockwise in each iteration
step l as
β
(l+1)
km = β
(l)
km − ν(l)kmH
(
β
(l)
km
)−1
s
(
β
(l)
km
)
(3.22)
with potentially varying steplength νkm that is maximized in each step to optimize the posterior.
s(βkm) denotes the corresponding score vector and H(βkm) the Hessian. For a detailed derivation
of the score vector and the Hessian see the supplemantary material in Ko¨hler et al. (2017).
For the posterior mean sampling the package bamlss utilizes an approximation of the Gibbs
sampler where the full conditionals pi(βkm | .) are based on a second order Taylor expansion of
the log-posterior centered at the last state β
(m)
km . For the sampling of the variance parameters
τ 2km they use a Gibbs sampler since the full conditionals follow in this case an inverse Gamma
distribution, if inverse Gamma hyperpriors are used. More details on the estimation can be found
in the corresponding paper Ko¨hler et al. (2017) or in the documentation of the bamlss R-package.
4 Prediction in joint models
Thus far we have introduced the set up and estimation of joint models. But often the interest behind
building a joint model is to provide predictions for an outcome of interest. Especially in personalized
medicine, physicians need predictive tools that consider individual specific characteristics of their
patient in order to individually adjust the treatment plan and improve decision making. Moreover,
it is important to be able to update these predictions as soon as new information becomes available.
Therefore, in this Section, we are going to focus on dynamic predictions which, based on a fitted
joint model, allow to predict future outcomes for either the survival or longitudinal model. These
predictions are dynamic since they can be updated as soon as new information is recorded. For
both approaches we are going to introduce two types of estimator: first, a first-order estimator
that allows relatively fast computation but does not provide any credibility intervals and second
an estimator based on Monte Carlo sampling that therefore provides credibility intervals. We are
going to show the derivation and estimation in a Bayesian approach closely following the dynamic
predictions introduced in Rizopoulos (2016). For a frequentist approach we recommend Chapter 7
in Rizopoulos (2012).
In the following, we are first going to focus on predictions of survival probabilities utilizing all
available information at hand and then in Section 4.2 the predictions for the longitudinal outcome
are introduced. In Section 4.3 two popular measures from survival analysis that were adapted
to our dynamic setting are introduced, based on which the quality of the dynamic prediction for
the survival outcomes can be assessed. Then in the last Section 4.4 we explain how to use our
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implemented dynamic prediction for flexible Bayesian additive joint models and give important
details on its implementation.
4.1 Dynamic Predictions of survival probabilities
Based on a joint model fitted in a Bayesian approach to a random sample Dn = {Ti, δi,wi,yi; i =
1, ..., n} from a target population, we are interested in deriving subject-specific survival probabilities
for a new subject j from the same population, for whom a vector of longitudinal observations
yj = [yj1, ..., yjnj ]
> and baseline covariates wj are available. Having information on the endogenous
longitudinal measurement, say a biomarker, until time point t, in fact, implies subject j to be event
free until t. Hence, it is more relevant to focus on the conditional probability of surviving at least
until some time point u > t, given survival until t. Formally, we are interested in estimating
pij(u | t) = Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,yj(t),wj ,Dn), t > 0, (4.1)
where yj(t) = [yj1, ..., yjt]
> denotes the vector of all longitudinal observations on subject j until time
point t. The dynamic nature of the prediction comes in from the fact that we can update the sur-
vival probability as soon as new information for subject j is recorded at a future time point t′, t′ > t.
In order to derive a first, first-order estimate for the subject-specific conditional survival proba-
bilities pij(u | t) we can rewrite equation (4.1) as
Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,yj(t),wj ;ϑ)
=
∫
Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,yj(t),wj , bj ;ϑ) p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ) dbj
=
∫
Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,wj , bj ;ϑ) p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ) dbj
=
∫
Sj{u | Mj(u, bj ,ϑ);ϑ}
Sj{t | Mj(t, bj ,ϑ);ϑ} p(bj | T
∗
j > t,yj(t);ϑ) dbj , (4.2)
using the conditional independence assumption (2.22) in the second equality. Mj(t, bj ,ϑ) denotes
the complete history of the true unobserved longitudinal process for subject j up to time point t
which is approximated by the longitudinal submodel. Sj(.) is, as before, the survival function defined
as
Sj
(
t | Mj(t, bj ,ϑ);ϑ
)
= Pr
(
T ∗j > t | Mj(t, bj ,ϑ);ϑ
)
= exp
{− ∫ T
0
hj
(
s | Mj(t, bj ,ϑ);ϑ
)
ds
}
. (4.3)
Using the parameter estimates ϑˆ from the fitted joint model that include the parameters from the
survival and longitudinal submodels as well as the parameters for the covariance matrix of the
random effects, we can derive a first-order estimate for pij(u | t), that is,
p˜ij(u | t) = Sj{u | Mj(u, bˆj , ϑˆ); ϑˆ}
Sj{t | Mj(t, bˆj , ϑˆ); ϑˆ}
(4.4)
where bˆj denotes the empirical Bayes estimate of bj which is obtained by maximizing the posterior
distribution of the random effects p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ). This is typically done using a Newton-
Raphson algorithm. The estimate bˆj is empirical in the sense that we do not specify any hyperpriors
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for the parameters in the prior distribution of the random effects but rather estimate them using
the random sample Dn.
The benefit of p˜ij(u | t) is that, besides the optimization for the empirical Bayes estimate bˆj , it
does not rely on any iterative procedure and thus can be computed relatively fast. However, deriving
standard errors and credible intervals is quite complicated due to the fact that we have two sources
of variability we need to account for: the parameter estimates ϑˆ from the fitted joint model and the
empirical Bayes estimates bˆj for the random effects of the new subject j. To overcome this problem
Rizopoulos (2011) and Proust-Lima and Taylor (2009) alternatively suggest the use of Monte Carlo
simulation schemes. There, in order to account for the uncertainty from ϑ, the estimation of pij(u | t)
is based on the corresponding posterior predictive distribution
Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,yj(t),wj ,Dn)
=
∫
Pr(T ∗j ≥ u | T ∗j > t,yj(t),wj ;ϑ) p(ϑ | Dn) dϑ
=
∫ ∫
Sj{u | Mj(u, bj ,ϑ);ϑ}
Sj{t | Mj(t, bj ,ϑ);ϑ} p(bj | T
∗
j > t,yj(t);ϑ) dbj p(ϑ | Dn) dϑ, (4.5)
where the second equality follows from plugging in equation (4.2) for the first part of the integrand.
Further note that p(ϑ | Dn) and p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ) are the posterior distributions for the
parameters from the joint model and random effects, respectively. Using this fact, we can derive a
Monte Carlo estimate for pij(u | t) that properly approximates the integrals in equation (4.5) using
the following algorithm
S1: Compute empirical Bayes estimate bˆj .
S2: Draw ϑ(m) from p(ϑ | Dn).
S3: Draw b
(m)
j from p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ).
S4: Compute pi
(m)
j = Sj
(
u | Mj(u, b(m)j ,ϑ(m));ϑ(m)
)/
Sj
(
t | Mj(t, b(m)j ,ϑ(m));ϑ(m)
)
.
S5: Repeat Steps 2-4 m = 1, ...,M times.
In Step 2 we sample from the already existing MCMC sample from the estimation of the joint
model. Step 3 is less straightforward since the posterior distribution of the random effects is of
non-standard form. Thus, to be able to sample from the posterior we implement a Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm using independent proposals from a multivariate t-distribution with four degrees
of freedom, centered at the empirical Bayes estimate bˆj , and with scale matrix vˆar(bˆj) =
{ −
∂2log p
(
T ∗j > t,yj(t), b; ϑˆ
)
/∂b>∂b |b=bˆj
}−1
. The reason for choosing multivariate t proposals is
twofold. First, Rizopoulos et al. (2008) have shown that as the number of observations ni on one
individual increase the posterior distribution of the random effects is dominated by the distribution
of the linear mixed model, and thus resembles a multivariate normal distribution. And second, for
smaller ni, we assure sufficient coverage of the whole range of the parameters by using a distribution
with heavier tails (Rizopoulos, 2011). Note that in the above algorithm the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm results in only M samples with neither a burn-in phase nor any thinning. Thus, it could
be the case that this sequence does not converge to the true distribution although the empirical
Bayes estimates should serve as good starting values. Therefore, we suggest to externally run this
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a higher number of iterations including a potential burn-in
period where an initial number of samples is discarded and further thin our sample by dismissing
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all but the t-th sample. Then, we draw a sample of size M from this random sequence. For more
details on the implementation of this algorithm see Section 4.4.
The realizations {pi(m)j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M} can then be used to obtain point estimates for
pij(u | t), such as taking the median
pˆij(u | t) = median
{
pi
(m)
j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M
}
, (4.6)
or the mean
pˆij(u | t) = M−1
M∑
l=1
pi
(m)
j (u | t). (4.7)
Standard errors and credibility intervals can be computed using the sample standard deviation or
corresponding percentiles of the Monte Carlo sample, respectively. This estimation scheme now
accounts for the variability from both estimates ϑˆ and bˆj by sampling in each iteration values for
those parameters and then compute the first estimate (4.4) using the sampled values. Moreover, the
estimators (4.6) and (4.7) are assumed to be more accurate than estimator (4.4) since the integrals in
the definition of the posterior predictive distribution (4.5) are properly approximated (Rizopoulos,
2011).
4.2 Dynamic Predictions of longitudinal outcomes
Based on a joint model fitted to a sample Dn, our aim is now to derive predictions of the longitu-
dinal outcome for a new subject j. More precisely, we are interested in the expected value of the
longitudinal outcome at some future time point u > t given the observed responses yj(t) until t:
ωj(u | t) = E
{
yj(u) | T ∗j > t,yj(t),Dn
}
, u > t, (4.8)
where yj(u) denotes the longitudinal outcome for subject j at time point u. Analogous to the
survival prediction, we can derive a first-order estimator for ωj(u | t) that allows faster computation
but does not provide any measures of accuracy like credibility intervals. We obtain this estimator
by rewriting equation (4.8) as
E{yj(u) | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ} =
∫
E{yj(u) | bj ;ϑ}p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ)dbj
= x>j (u)β + z
>
j (u)b¯
(t)
j (4.9)
with
b¯
(t)
j =
∫
bjp(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ)dbj (4.10)
denoting the expected value of the random effects that is taken with respect to the corresponding
posterior distribution using all observations until t. To get a feasible estimator β is replaced by its
parameter estimates βˆ supplied by the joint model and the empirical Bayes estimates bˆj are used
instead of bj , that is,
ω˜j(u | t) = x>j (u)βˆ + z>j (u)¯ˆb(t)j . (4.11)
In order to also obtain point-wise credibility intervals which account for the variability stemming
from βˆ and bˆj , we derive a simulation scheme similar to the one previously introduced in 4.1 where
the estimation of ωj(u | t) is based on the corresponding posterior predictive distribution
ωj(u | t) =
∫
E{yj(u) | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ}p(ϑ | Dn)dϑ. (4.12)
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Here, the first part of the integrand equals equation (4.9). The resulting Monte Carlo simulation is
similar to the previous one where the only difference lies in Step 4 where we compute
ω
(m)
j = x
>
j (u)β
(m) + z>j (u)b
(m)
j , (4.13)
resulting in a set of realizations {ω(m)j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M}. As before, we can compute point esti-
mates ωˆj(u | t) by either taking the median or mode (compare equations (4.6) and (4.7)).
The special case for the longitudinal predictions is that we are not only interested in predicting
the future outcomes but also to model the biomarker’s trajectory. Hence, it is also possible to apply
the above algorithm for u < t which holds since we, in fact, do not make use of the assumption u > t
in the derivation of this simulation scheme. We split the credibility intervals into two distinct parts
where we will call the precision intervals during the observation time credibility intervals and the
intervals for the prediction part are denoted as prediction intervals. To derive point-wise credibility
intervals we will as before take the corresponding quantiles from the set of realizations. For the
prediction intervals we will take the corresponding quantiles from {ω¯(m)j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M} where
in each iteration step we draw ω¯
(m)
j from N (ω(m)j , σ(m)j ). We use a normal distribution since given
the random effects the longitudinal outcomes are assumed to be normally distributed. Generally,
this yields wider intervals compared to the credibility intervals. In summary, we get the following
Monte Carlo sampling scheme
S1: Compute empirical Bayes estimate bˆj .
S2: Draw ϑ(m) from p(ϑ | Dn).
S3: Draw b
(m)
j from p(bj | T ∗j > t,yj(t);ϑ).
S4: Compute ω
(m)
j = x
>
j (u)β
(m) + z>j (u)b
(m)
j .
S5: If u > t: draw ω¯
(m)
j from N (ω(m)j , σ(m)j ).
S6: Repeat Steps 2-5 m = 1, ...,M times.
The point-wise credibility and prediction intervals are then computed by taking the corresponding
quantiles of the realizations {ω(m)j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M}, u < t, and {ω¯(m)j (u | t),m = 1, ...,M},
u > t, respectively.
4.3 Predictive accuracy of dynamic prediction
When validating and comparing the predictive performance of the above introduced estimators the
interest primarily lies in how well the longitudinal marker predicts the survival outcome. Therefore,
to assess this quality, two popular measures exist in the literature of time-to-event models: discrim-
ination and calibration. Specifically, discrimination measures how well a model can discriminate
patients who will have the event from patients who will not (Pencina et al., 2008), whereas cali-
bration is how well the model predicts the observed data (Schemper and Henderson, 2000). In the
following, we present discrimination and calibration measures suitable for the previously presented
dynamic prediction setting.
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4.3.1 Discrimination
In models with a binary outcome, like the occurrence of an event or not, a well established method-
ology is to compare the survival probabilities between the subjects who are going to experience the
event within a relevant time frame to those who are still event-free. To put this more formally,
following Rizopoulos et al. (2017), based on a joint model and the methodology presented in section
4.1, we are interested in comparing the survival predictions pii(t + ∆t | t) and pij(t + ∆t | t) for a
randomly selected pair of subjects {i, j} that both provide a set of longitudinal measurements until
time point t. The discriminative ability of the model can then be assessed by the area under the
receiver operating curve (AUC) which equals
AUC(t,∆t)
= Pr
[
pii(t+ ∆t | t) < pij(t+ ∆t | t) | {T ∗i ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {T ∗j > t+ ∆t}
]
, (4.14)
that is, if subject i experiences the event in the time frame (t, t+ ∆t] and subject j only at a later
point, we would expect subject j to have a higher probability of still being event-free after t + ∆t
compared to subject i. A weighted average of the AUCs can be used to summarize the discriminative
performance of a model over the whole follow-up period. More specifically, following an approach
similar to Antolini et al. (2005) and Heagerty and Zheng (2005), we can compute a weighted average
of AUCs (Rizopoulos, 2012) as
C∆tdyn =
∫ ∞
0
AUC(t,∆t)Pr{E(t)}dt
/∫ ∞
0
Pr{E(t)}dt, (4.15)
where E(t) = [{T ∗i ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {T ∗j > t+ ∆t}], and Pr{E(t)} denotes the probability that a
randomly chosen pair is comparable at time point t. A random pair {i, j} is comparable if their
observed event times can be ordered such that subject i experiences the event in (t, t + ∆t] and
subject j is known to survive longer. C∆tdyn can be called a dynamic concordance index since it
summarizes the weighted concordance probabilities over the whole follow-up period.
The estimation of (4.14) and (4.15) is complicated by two issues: the calculation of the integrals
in the definition of C∆tdyn and we need to account for censoring when comparing two random subjects.
The former issue can be solved using Gaussian quadrature. In order to also consider censored subjects
in the calculation of the AUC, Rizopoulos et al. (2017) suggest the following decomposition
AUC(t,∆t) = AUC1(t,∆t) + AUC2(t,∆t) + AUC3(t,∆t) + AUC4(t,∆t), (4.16)
where the first term refers to the pairs of subjects that are comparable. Formally, we have the set
Ω
(1)
ij =
[{Ti ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {δi = 1}] ∩ {Tj > t+ ∆t}, (4.17)
with i, j = 1, ..., n, i 6= j. For such comparable subjects, we can estimate AUC1(t,∆t) as the
proportion of concordant pairs out of the set of all comparable pairs
ˆAUC1(t,∆t) =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1;j 6=i I
{
pˆii(t+ ∆t | t) < pˆij(t+ ∆t | t)
}× I{Ω(1)ij (t)}∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1;j 6=i I
{
Ω
(1)
ij (t)
} , (4.18)
where I(.) denotes the indicator function, and pˆii(.) and pˆij(.) are estimated using the methodology
from section 4.1. The other terms in the decomposition of (4.16) refer to those pairs whose observed
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survival times Ti and Tj cannot be ordered due to censoring. Therefore we have the following three
cases
Ω
(2)
ij =
[{Ti ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {δi = 0}] ∩ [Tj > t+ ∆t],
Ω
(3)
ij =
[{Ti ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {δi = 1}] ∩ [{t < Tj ≤ t+ ∆t} ∩ {δj = 0}],
Ω
(4)
ij =
[{Ti ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {δi = 0}] ∩ [{t < Tj ≤ t+ ∆t} ∩ {δj = 0}],
with again i, j = 1, ..., n, i 6= j. In the set Ω(2)ij we have the situation that subject i is censored in the
interval (t, t+ ∆t] and the other one survives at least until t+ ∆t meaning that we do not know if
T ∗i < T
∗
j . The third case Ω
(3)
ij is similar to the previous one but now subject i is known to experience
the event and subject j is censored in the interval. The last set Ω
(4)
ij contains all pairs where both
subjects are censored during the interval. The corresponding AUCm(t,∆t), m = 2, 3, 4, can be
estimated similar to (4.18) where the concordant pairs are now weighted by νˆ
(m)
ij the probability
that a pair {i, j} is comparable, that is,
ˆAUCm(t,∆t) =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1;j 6=i I
{
pˆii(t+ ∆t | t) < pˆij(t+ ∆t | t)
}× I{Ω(m)ij (t)}× νˆ(m)ij∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1;j 6=i I
{
Ω
(1)
ij (t)
} , (4.19)
In detail, we have νˆ
(2)
ij = 1 − pˆii(t + ∆t | Ti) denoting the probability that the censored subject i
experiences the event before t + ∆t; νˆ
(3)
ij = pˆij(t + ∆t | Tj) is the probability that subject j whose
censoring time lies in the interval is actually event free at least until t+∆t; and νˆ
(4)
ij = {1−pˆii(t+∆t |
Ti)} × pˆij(t + ∆t | Tj) being the probability that the event occurs in the interval for subject i but
not for subject j.
Having an estimate for AUC(t,∆t), we are able to estimate C∆tdyn. The first step is computing
the weights Pr{E(t)} which can be rewritten as
Pr{E(t)} = Pr [{T ∗i ∈ (t, t+ ∆t]} ∩ {T ∗j > t+ ∆t}]
= Pr(T ∗i ∈ (t, t+ ∆t])× Pr(T ∗j > t+ ∆t)
= {S(t)− S(t+ ∆t)}S(t+ ∆t) (4.20)
where we assume independence of subject i and j, and S(.) being the marginal survival function (see
section 2.2.1). From that, we can obtain an estimate Pˆr{E(t)} = {Sˆ(t)− Sˆ(t+ ∆t)}Sˆ(t+ ∆t), with
Sˆ(.) denoting the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the marginal survival function which is based on the
new data. Combining this estimate with the estimation of AUC(t,∆t), we can obtain an estimate
for the dynamic concordance index
Cˆ
∆t
dyn =
∑K
k=1 wk
ˆAUC(tk,∆t)× Pˆr{E(tk)}∑K
k=1 wkPˆr{E(tk)}
, (4.21)
where tk and wk, k = 1, ...,K, denote the corresponding nodes and weights for a K-point Gaussian
quadrature rule on the interval [0, tmax], respectively.
4.3.2 Calibration
The assessment of how well the assumed model predicts the observed data is usually based on
the expected error of predicting future events. In our setting, we are specifically interested in the
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accuracy of predicting the occurrence of events at u given the observed information until t, where
u > t. Therefore, following Rizopoulos (2016), a commonly used measure is the expected prediction
error
PE(u | t) = E [L{I(T ∗i > u)− pii(u | t)}] , (4.22)
where I(T ∗i > u) denotes the event status at time point t, and L(.) can be any loss function, such as
absolute or square loss. The expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of the event times.
Henderson et al. (2002) suggest an estimate of PE(u | t) that also accounts for censoring, that is
PˆE(u | t) = n(t)−1
∑
i:Ti≥t
I(Ti ≥ u)L{1− pˆii(u | t)}+ δiI(Ti < u)L{0− pˆii(u | t)}
+ (1− δi)I(Ti < u) [pˆii(u | Ti)L{1− pˆii(u | t)}+ {1− pˆii(u | Ti)}L{0− pˆii(u | t)}] , (4.23)
where n(t) denotes the number of subjects observed until t. The first term of the sum corresponds
to subjects that are still event-free until u, whereas the second term considers subjects whose event
occur in the interval [t, u); the third term takes into account the subjects censored in this interval.
In order to not only measure the predictive accuracy at one specified point u given the longitudinal
information until t, we can compute a weighted average of {PE(s | t), t < s < u} that summarizes
the error of prediction in the interval [t, u] and further corrects for censoring. Such an estimator has
been proposed by Schemper and Henderson (2000) and was adapted to our time dynamic setting by
Rizopoulos (2016), that is,
ˆIPE(u | t) =
∑
i:t≤Ti≤u δi{SˆC(t)
/
SˆC(Ti)}PˆE(Ti | t)∑
i:t≤Ti≤u δi{SˆC(t)
/
SˆC(Ti)}
, (4.24)
with SˆC(.) denoting the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the censoring time distribution.
4.4 Implementation details
The former introduced subject-specific predictions for survival probabilities, Section 4.1, and longitu-
dinal outcomes, Section 4.2, can be estimated using the function jm dynpred(). The function accepts
as its two main arguments a fitted joint model based on which the predictions will be estimated and
a data frame containing the data on the new subjects for which the outcomes should be predicted.
The joint model needs to be a flexible Bayesian additive joint model (Section 3) fitted using the
function bamlss from package bamlss. The main usage of the function is jm dynpred(object,
newdata) where the object object needs to be of class bamlss. Further additional arguments that
may be specified by the user and a short description can be found in Table 1.
For the predicted survival and longitudinal outcomes the function jm dynpred follows the al-
gorithms introduced in Section 4.1 and 4.2. In order to be able to compute the empirical Bayes
estimates bˆ for the new subjects (Step 1), the covariance matrix of the random effects D is esti-
mated using the estimates for the random effects from the provided joint model. Steps 2 and 3
are implemented as described in the algorithms. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Step 3 is
run externally which allows to determine the number of iterations, as well as potential burn-in and
thinning parameters which is done by specifying the corresponding arguments n.iter, burnin and
thin, respectively. The default arguments result in a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with M itera-
tions, the number of Monte Carlo samples, and no burn-in phase or thinning. The user can further
set the argument scale which influences the acceptance rate of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
by scaling the variance of the proposal density by the supplied factor, meaning that a higher factor
and thus a larger variance decreases the acceptance rate. Note that a requirement for the use of the
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Name Short description
object a fitted joined model of class bamlss
newdata data frame that contains new data
survtimes numeric vector that contains specific time points for prediction
last.time numeric vector or variable name containing the last time points at which subjects
in newdata were known to be event-free
nGL scalar denoting the number of points for Gauss-Legendre Quadrature
simulate logic; if TRUE Monte Carlo estimator will be used; if FALSE simple
estimator without credibility intervals is used
M integer denoting number of Monte Carlo samples
CI.levels numeric containing the two quantiles for the credibility intervals
scale scalar that controls acceptance rate of Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
n.iter integer denoting the number of iterations in Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
burnin integer denoting length of burn-in phase
thin integer denoting thinning parameter
Table 1: Arguments that may be specified in function jm dynpred(). First six are general arguments,
whereas the latter are only needed when using Monte Carlo estimator, including Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm.
estimators that are based on Monte Carlo sampling is that the original model was fitted via MCMC
sampling. If this is not the case there exists no sample to sample from in Step 2 and the function
thus uses the first-order estimators (4.4) and (4.11) that however do not provide any credibility
intervals. Using the argument simulate = FALSE yields these estimates as well. For all integrals
we use a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule where the corresponding nodes and weights are obtained
from the function gaussLegendre() of package pracma where the default are 15 points.
In summary, there are three different ways of estimating the dynamic prediction: (1) the first-
order estimator which does not provide any credibility intervals but therefore it is computationally
faster and does not require an existing MCMC sample from the joint model, (2) the estimator
introduced by Rizopoulos (2016) that is based on a Monte Carlo simulation and only draws in totalM
samples in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for the random effects which does not necessarily yield
a converged Markov chain, and (3) the Monte Carlo estimator with an externally run Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm. The estimators are used when setting the following arguments in the function
call: (1) simulate = FALSE, (2) default estimator if MCMC sample is provided by joint model, (3)
n.iter and if desired also burnin, thin.
The resulting R object is of class dynamicpred.bamlss. This object is a list containing either
seven or ten components depending on the type of estimator used for the prediction. An overview
of the returned values is presented and explained in Table 2.
To examine the resulting dynamic prediction two methods, print() and plot(), for class
dynamicpred.bamlss are implemented. The print method simply prints the list summaries that
includes the prediction time points, the predicted survival probabilities and if available the corre-
sponding credibility intervals, for each subject. The default plot method produces a plot for one
subject that is divided into two parts (see for instance Figure 5). The upper part plots a line for
the predicted survival probabilities, whereas the lower part shows the longitudinal trajectory of the
biomarker: first during the observation time frame and then marked by a vertical line the longitudi-
nal predictions. If available, the corresponding point-wise credibility intervals are presented as well.
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Moreover, the user can plot the traceplots and autocorrelation functions for the coefficients of the
random effects from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm by setting the argument which to "samples".
Name Short description
summaries list that contains predicted survival probabilities and if available
corresponding credibility intervals for each subject
survtimes time points used for prediction
last.time numeric with last time points where subjects were known to be event-free
obs.times list that contains observation time points for each subject
y possibly transformed observed marker values
modes.b empirical Bayes estimates for random effects
y.long list that contains longitudinal outcomes during and after last observed time
point and if available corresponding credibility intervals for each subject
full.results list containing all Monte Carlo samples
success.rate matrix where each column contains acceptances of the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm for one subject
b list containing all Metropolis-Hastings samples
Table 2: Components of a dynamicpred.bamlss object. First seven components result for first-order
estimator. Additional components result for Monte Carlo sampling.
In order to evaluate the quality of the dynamic prediction all previously introduced measures are
as well implemented. In detail, for the discrimination the estimates for AUC(t,∆t) (4.14), and its
weighted average C∆tdyn (4.15), can be obtained using the functions jm auc() and jm dynC(). Both
functions require as its main arguments a fitted joint model of class bamlss and a data frame with
the data that should be used for the evaluation. Further, to use the function jm auc() the user has
to specify t and ∆t via the arguments Tstart and dt. For the use of jm dynC() only the length of
the time interval for the prediction ∆t needs to be set using the argument dt. For the calibration
measures, the prediction error PE(u | t) (4.23) can be estimated using the function jm prederr().
Again its two main arguments are a fitted joint model of class bamlss and a data frame and further
the prediction interval [t, u] needs to be stated using the arguments Tstart for the starting time
point and Thoriz denoting the ending point. The integrated prediction error IPE(u | t) (4.24)
is computed by setting the argument interval = TRUE. Note that the default loss function is a
squared loss function but any other loss function can be defined using the argument lossFun. In
all 4 methods the default for the dynamic prediction are 100 Monte Carlo iterations including a
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with 100 iterations and neither any burn-in nor any thinning.
5 Analysis of PBC data
In this Section we are going to apply the dynamic prediction for flexible Bayesian additive joint
models on the PBC data set which is widely used in the joint modeling framework. The data is
available in the R package JMbayes and was collected as part of a study on primary biliary cirrhosis
(PBC) which is a fatal, rare liver disease. The focus is going to lie in applying our implemented
framework but also to demonstrate the use of the different functions and to compare our results to
the ones obtained from a similar model fit in package JMbayes. JMbayes is the standard R-package
used for analyzing joint models. Compared to bamlss it allows a less flexible specification of the
subject-specific trajectories and non-linear effects.
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Figure 2: Longitudinal trajectories for log serum bilirubin for subjects that were alive (left) or
had a transplantation/died (right). Red lines are smooth function (LOESS) for the corresponding
trajectories.
5.1 Data set
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is a fatal but rare liver disease which results from a destruction of
small bile ducts within the liver. From 1974 to 1984 Mayo Clinic conducted a study on PBC where
they compared the impact of the drug D-penicillamine with a placebo. The provided data frame
consists of 312 subjects, 158 randomized to D-penicillamine and 154 to placebo, that were followed
over a period up to ten years (Fleming and Harrington, 2011). By the end of the study 140 (45%)
patients died, 29 (9%) received a transplant and 143 (46%) were still alive. The data set pbc2 that
is available in the R package JMbayes provides information on several baseline covariates, such as
age and sex, as well as follow-up measurements on some biomarkers. The biomarker we will focus
our analysis on is the serum bilirubin level which was shown to be associated with the progression of
the disease (Rizopoulos, 2016). Each patient was on average observed 6.2 (standard deviation 3.8)
times which leads in total to 1945 observations of serum bilirubin where the visits where scheduled
at 6 months, 12 months and annually therafter. The trajectories of log serum bilirubin for five
randomly selected subjects which are presented in Figure 1 emphasize the need for a nonlinear and
subject-specific modeling of the biomarker. Figure 2 strongly indicates that a higher serum bilirubin
level raises the probability for a transplant or death.
Figure 3 presents a descriptive plot for the survival outcomes. More specifically, we present the
Kaplan-Meier estimates for the two groups that were prescribed different drugs. In the plot there is
no clear tendency that the drug D-penicillamine improves the disease progression.
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Figure 3: Kaplan Meier estimates for survival outcomes in PBC data. Blue line represents estimates
for the group that was prescribed to D-penicillamine, black line represents placebo group.
5.2 Model fit
First we are going to fit a joint model using the package bamlss. Therefore, we model the hazard
together with a time-varying association between the log serum bilirubin and the hazard, assume a
flexible baseline hazard and a constant error variance in the longitudinal submodel. The longitudinal
submodel is modeled as described in (3.16) where the smooth effect of time (year) and the functional
random intercepts are modeled using P-splines with cubic B-splines, second order differences and 12
knots (4 internal knots) yielding 7 basis functions after the application of the sum-to-zero constraints.
The predictors ηλ and ηα are modeled as a smooth function of the observed survival times (years)
using P-splines with 14 knots (6 internal knots) which results in 9 basis functions after the application
of constraints. The baseline covariates drug and age are modeled as binary and linear effects,
respectively. To fit a model in bamlss all predictors are given to the function call in form of a list.
library(bamlss)
library(JMbayes)
data(pbc2)
f <- list(
Surv2(years, status2, obs = log(serBilir)) ~ s(years, k = 10, bs = "ps" ),
gamma ~ drug + age,
mu ~ ti(id, bs = "re" ) + ti(year, bs = "ps" , k = 8) +
ti(id, year, bs=c("re" , "ps" ), k=c(nlevels(pbc2$id), 8)),
sigma ~ 1,
alpha ~ s(years, k=10, bs="ps" ),
dalpha ~ -1
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)set.seed(938475)
joint_model <- bamlss(f, data = pbc2, family = "jm" , timevar = "year" ,
idvar = "id" , maxit = 300, n.iter = 23000, burnin = 3000,
thin = 20)
The function bamlss() first estimates the posterior mode and uses these estimates as starting val-
ues for the sampler. In our specification 23,000 samples are drawn where the first 3,000 are discarded
and we only keep every 20th sample leading in total to 1,000 samples. The estimation of the model
is quite lengthy and takes approximately 3 days on a single core of a 3.40 GHz Intel Xeon Processor
E5-2643. Note that on a Linux server the estimation of the joint model can be parallelized by using
multiple cores via the argument cores. Then each core starts its own chain to reduce computation
time (burn-in and thinning parameters are applied to each chain). To check the convergence and
mixing of the sampler we can inspect traceplots and the corresponding autocorrelation functions
that are presented in Figure 17 in the Appendix.
To further examine the estimated association between the biomarker and the event, we plot the
predictor ηα(t) using predicted values of the effect at the observed event times that are obtained
from the function predict(). In Figure 4 we see a positive, but rather constant and in the end a
little decreasing effect which indicates that a higher serum bilirubin level increases on average the
hazard rate and therefore the risk of death.
pred_alpha <- predict(joint_model, model="alpha" , newdata=pbc2.id, FUN=c95)
plot2d(pred_alpha ~ pbc2.id[, "years" ], rug = TRUE)
abline(h = 0, lty = 2)
Having a look at the summary of the estimated baseline coefficients, we see that prescribing the
drug D-penicillin instead of a placebo decreases the hazard rate on average by a multiplicative factor
of exp(−0.04) = 0.96 but it is important to point out that this effect is not significant according
to 95% credibility intervals which is consistent with the result from the Kaplan Meier estimates.
Moreover, a higher age increases the hazard on average by the factor exp(0.066) = 1.07 which is also
what one would expect. Note, that in bamlss the estimated intercept for predictor ηγ serves as a
joint intercept for the predictors ηγ and ηλ and should therefore not be interpreted from an essential
point of view.
# Formula gamma:
# ---
# gamma ~ drug + age
# -
# Parametric coefficients:
# Mean 2.5% 50% 97.5%
# (Intercept) -7.89336 -9.03915 -7.87592 -6.74849
# drugD-penicil -0.04300 -0.37865 -0.03994 0.29802
# age 0.06593 0.04826 0.06583 0.08395
# -
Further model results including plots for the baseline hazard as well as for the longitudinal
predictor ηµ are presented in the Appendix C.1.
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Figure 4: Mean estimates and 95% pointwise credibility intervals for the association ηα(t) between
log(serum bilirubin) and hazard from model fit. Rugs at bottom indicate observed event times.
5.3 Dynamic prediction
Based on the fitted joint model, we will now estimate in-sample subject-specific dynamic predictions
for the survival and longitudinal outcomes for two subjects to illustrate how changes in the biomarker
affect the conditional survival probabilities. One subject has a constant serum bilirubin level (ID
83) and the other one has an increasing level (ID 21). Note that this is an in-sample prediction since
both subjects are also used for fitting the joint model. First, we generate a new data frame that only
contains the observations on those two subjects 21 and 83. The dynamic predictions are estimated
using the function jm dynamicpred() where we specify the prediction time points via the argument
survtimes. The longitudinal observations in the PBC data range from 0 to 14.1. We are however
predicting until time point 20. In this case the spline basis for all smooth predictors are linearly
extrapolated. To investigate the results, we use the implemented plot method. The output for
both subjects is shown in Figure 5. We clearly see that an increasing longitudinal trajectory leads
to a faster decrease in the conditional survival probabilities. Moreover, as expected, the credibility
intervals become larger for longer prediction intervals.
ND <- pbc2[pbc2$id %in% c(21, 83), ]
dynpred <- jm_dynamicpred(joint_model, newdata = ND,
survtimes = seq(0, 20, by = 0.5))
plot(dynpred, id = 21)
plot(dynpred, id = 83)
In the following we demonstrate the dynamics of the prediction by plotting the estimated dynamic
predictions for patient 21 at several time points. Specifically, we generate four different plots after
0, 1, 3 and 4.9 years which is done using a for-loop:
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Figure 5: Dynamic predictions for the survival (upper plots) and longitudinal (lower plots) outcome
for Patients 21 (left) and 83 (right) from pbc2 data. Vertical dotted lines indicate time point of last
observation. Solid lines are mean estimates and shaded area around are 95% credibility intervals
(grey) and prediction intervals (blue).
ND <- pbc2[pbc2$id == 21, ]
dynpred_21 <- vector("list" , length=nrow(ND))
for(i in 1:nrow(ND)) {
dynpred_21[[i]] <- jm_dynamicpred(joint_model, newdata = ND[1:i, ])
}
for(i in c(1, 3, 5, 7)) {
plot(dynpred_21[[i]], estimator = "median" )
title(main = paste("Follow-up time:" , round(ND$year[i], 1), sep = " " ),
outer = TRUE)
}
The four plots are shown in Figure 6 where in this case the solid lines represent the median esti-
mates which is specified via the argument estimator. We observe that after the third measurement
there is an increase in the serum bilirubin level and at the same time the line for the conditional
survival probabilities becomes more steep. Comparing the predicted survival probabilities at time
point 11 we further see that in the two latter plots a lower survival probability is predicted although
the subject was longer known to be event free.
Moreover, we can check the convergence of the random effects coefficients that are sampled using
a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm by setting the argument which = "samples" in the call to the
plot function.
plot(dynpred, id = 21, which = "samples" )
The output for the first 4 coefficients for patient 21 are presented in Figure 7. We see that there
is almost no autocorrelation in the chains but looking at the traceplots there are small fluctuations
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Figure 6: Dynamic predictions for the survival (upper plots) and longitudinal (lower plots) outcome
for Patient 21 from pbc2 data. The vertical dotted lines indicate the time point of the last obser-
vation. The solid lines are the median estimates and the shaded area around are 95% credibility
intervals (grey) and prediction intervals (blue).
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that could be weakened by extending the chain and including an additional burn-in phase. Thus, we
estimate the dynamic predictions again this time using 2000 iterations in the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm together with a burn-in of 700. The results for this setting are presented in Appendix Fig-
ure 20. The traceplots are now more constant. However, when comparing the dynamic predictions
from both approaches (Figures 5 and 21) there is no essential change which encourages the pre-
sumption that the empirical Bayes estimates for the random effects are good starting values for the
sampler and it is thus sufficient to base the dynamic predictions in this case on a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm with only 100 iterations.
Figure 7: Traceplots (left) and autocorrelation functions (right) for the first 4 random effects co-
efficients of patient 21 sampled using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Red lines indicate LOESS
smoother; black lines running median.
5.4 Evaluation
The quality of the dynamic prediction can be assessed by means of calibration and discrimination
measures that were previously introduced. To evaluate the ability of the model to discriminate
between patients that are going to have the event in a relevant time frame and those being still
event free, we can use the function jm auc(), or its dynamic version jm dynC().
auc_pbc <- jm_auc(joint_model, newdata=pbc2, Tstart=5, Thoriz=7)
auc_pbc
# Time-dependent AUC for the Joint Model joint model
#
# Estimated AUC: 0.8669
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# At time: 7
# Using information up to time: 5 (202 subjects still at risk)
dynC_pbc <- jm_dynC(joint_model, newdata=pbc2, dt=2)
dynC_pbc
# Dynamic Discrimination Index for the Joint Model joint model
#
# Estimated dynC: 0.8751
# In the time interval: [0, 14.3057]
# Length of time interval: 2
From the output we see that the fitted model is well suitable to discriminate patients who are
going to die within the next two years from patients that are still alive, taking into account all
available information from the first five years. This is also the case for prediction intervals of length
two for the whole follow-up period which is indicated by a dynamic C index of 0.88.
Both the prediction error and integrated prediction error are computed via the function jm prederr()
with a similar syntax to the function jm auc(). By default a squared loss function is used.
pe_pbc <- jm_prederr(joint_model, newdata=pbc2, Tstart=5, Thoriz=7)
pe_pbc
# Prediction Error for the Joint Model joint model
#
# Estimated prediction error: 0.0801
# At time: 7
# Using information up to time: 5 (202 subjects still at risk)
# Loss function: square
To compute the integrated prediction error we only set the argument interval = TRUE. Both
measures indicate a good predictive quality.
ipe_pbc <- jm_prederr(joint_model, newdata=pbc2, Tstart=5, Thoriz=7, interval=TRUE)
ipe_pbc
# Prediction Error for the Joint Model joint model
#
# Estimated prediction error: 0.0486
# In the time interval: [5, 7]
# Using information up to time: 5 (202 subjects still at risk)
# Loss function: square
Overall, we can conclude that the dynamic prediction for the above fitted joint model performs
well in both evaluation measures. However, it is important to point out, that when using these
measures for our fitted joint model we are confronted with the problem that the estimated predictive
performance may be too overoptimistic since we are using the same data the model was fitted to.
Therefore, to account for this fact, we carry out a cross validation, more accurately a 10-fold cross
validation, as described in Rizopoulos (2016). First, we randomly split the pbc2 data in 10 sub data
sets.
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f <- 10
n <- nrow(pbc2.id)
sub <- split(seq_len(n), sample(rep(seq_len(f), length.out = n)))
Now we fit the joint model 10 times each time leaving out a different sub data set that can be used
for validating the predictive quality of the model. To speed up the computation time we parallelize
the estimation using the package parallel. Note, that for the IPE two out of ten results yield NAs
since for the corresponding testing data sets no actual events occur in the interval [5, 7].
library("parallel" )
cross_val <- function(i, f) {
library(JMbayes)
library(bamlss)
source('dynamicpred.R' )
data(pbc2)
training_data <- pbc2[!pbc2$id %in% i, ]
testing_data <- pbc2[pbc2$id %in% i, ]
joint_model_fit <- bamlss(f, data = training_data, family = "jm" ,
timevar = "year" , idvar = "id" ,
n.iter = 20000, burnin=3000, thin = 15, maxit=300)
dynC <- jm_dynC(joint_model_fit, newdata = testing_data, dt = 2)
auc <- jm_auc(joint_model_fit, newdata=testing_data, Tstart=5, Thoriz=7)
ipe <- jm_prederr(joint_model_fit, newdata = testing_data, Tstart = 5,
Thoriz = 7, interval = TRUE)
pe <- jm_prederr(joint_model_fit, newdata = testing_data, Tstart = 5,
Thoriz = 7)
list(dynC = dynC, IPE = ipe, AUC=auc, PE=pe)
}
cl <- makeCluster(10)
res <- parLapply(cl, sub, cross_val, f=f)
stopCluster(cl)
mean(sapply(res, function(x) x$AUC$auc))
[1] 0.8382341
mean(sapply(res, function(x) x$dynC$dynC))
[1] 0.8601051
mean(sapply(res, function(x) x$PE$prederr))
[1] 0.07715355
mean(sapply(res, function(x) x$IPE$prederr), na.rm=TRUE)
[1] 0.07119993
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Comparing the results from the cross validation to the ones previously obtained, we see that our
first validation was slightly too optimistic especially for the integrated prediction error, but still the
dynamic prediction based on the fitted joint model seems to perform well in predicting the condi-
tional survival probabilities.
So far, all presented evaluations are based on dynamic predictions using a Monte Carlo simulation
scheme with 100 iterations. However, if the interest is not in examining the precision of the resulting
estimated probabilities we can also use the first-order estimators (4.4) and (4.11) that yield faster
computation times which is especially beneficial for the estimation of the dynamic C index and the
integrated prediction error. Moreover, those estimators can be used to compute dynamic predictions
for joint models that were only fitted via posterior mode estimation. Table 3 presents a comparison
of the in-sample evaluation as well as the 10-fold cross validation for all 4 evaluation measures and
its corresponding computation times.
In-sample [5, 7] Cross-Validation [5, 7]
Estimator C∆t=2dyn AUC IPE PE C
∆t=2
dyn AUC IPE PE
First-order 0.878 0.867 0.049 0.079 0.864 0.837 0.071 0.078
(17.1) (2.2) (27.8) (1.3) (1.53) (0.12) (0.35) (0.11)
Monte Carlo 0.875 0.867 0.049 0.080 0.860 0.838 0.071 0.077
(18.8) (3.4) (42.7) (2.1) (2.1) (0.14) (0.5) (0.17)
Table 3: Comparison of first-order estimator and Monte Carlo simulation scheme by means of dis-
crimination (Cdyn and AUC) and calibration (IPE and PE) measures using all available information
until year five (for computation of AUC, IPE and PE) and a prediction interval of length 2. Numbers
in parenthesis indicate computation time in minutes.
Comparing both approaches, we get an almost identical performance for all evaluation measures.
The reason for these results is that the first-order estimators are based on the empirical Bayes es-
timates for the random effects and the coefficient estimates provided by the joint model fit. As
Figure 7 already indicates we can assume that the empirical Bayes estimates are already satisfying
estimates for the random effects. Therefore, both estimation approaches yield very similar point es-
timates and thus almost identical performance measures. Moreover, the computation time decreases
for all measures when using the first-order estimators instead of Monte Carlo sampling.
5.5 Comparison to JMbayes
Before being able to compare our above presented results to the dynamic prediciton implemented in
JMbayes we need to fit a similar joint model in JMbayes. The corresponding longitudinal submodel
is fitted with a smooth effect of time as well as random intercepts and subject-specific deviations
from the overall smooth time effect. All smooth effects are based on B-splines with no internal knot
yielding 3 basis functions that were chosen to minimize the DIC. The baseline hazard is modeled
using P-splines with 9 basis functions. Further, we assume a constant association of the biomarker
and the hazard. Note, that our joint model fit in bamlss so far models a time-varying association.
To be better able to compare both approaches we will later in this Section refit the bamlss joint
model assuming a constant predictor ηα. For the estimation we use the default arguments meaning
20,000 iterations with a burn-in of 3,000 and thinning which leaves 2,000 MCMC samples. The
benefit of this model compared to bamlss is clearly its estimation time which is in this case roughly
2 minutes on a single core of a 3.40 GHz Intel Xeon Processor E5-2643. In Table 4 we compare
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the resulting baseline survival covariates as well as the estimates for the intercepts for predictor
ηα. Both packages yield very similar results indicating that prescribing the drug D-penicillamine
instead of a placebo has no significant effect on the hazard rate and a higher age increases the hazard
function on average by the factor 1.07 per year. Moreover, both packages estimate a clearly positive
association between the log serum bilirubin level and the risk of death. Further plots presenting the
smooth effects in the longitudinal submodel are shown in the Appendix Figure 22.
Posterior mean coefficient estimates
ηγ ηα
Package D-penicil Age Intercept
bamlss -0.043 0.066* 1.412*
JMbayes -0.059 0.066* 1.470*
* indicates that 0 is not contained in 95% credibility intervals.
Table 4: Comparison of selected posterior mean coefficient estimates from fitted joint models in
bamlss and JMbayes.
Figure 8: Dynamic Prediction for survival probabilities (right) and longitudinal trajectory (left)
based on joint model fitted in JMbayes for patients 21 and 83 from PBC data. Red lines indicate
mean estimates and shaded areas are 95% credibility intervals.
To compare the results of the dynamic predictions from both packages we are first going to
reproduce Figure 5 in package JMbayes using the above fitted model. The results for patients 21
and 83 are presented in Figure 8 where we directly see that the dynamic prediction in JMbayes
fails to predict values outside of the range for the observation time points used in the model fit.
This happens because the basis functions for all smooth effects become quickly zero outside of this
range and are not linearly extrapolated as for example in bamlss. Therefore, to be better able to
compare the outputs we reproduce this plot in both packages only using the available information
of the first 8 years. The resulting Figure 9 yields very similar courses of the survival probabilities
and credibility intervals in both packages. Furthermore, in both approaches the survival predictions
for patient 21 who has an increasing log serum bilirubin level decrease faster compared to patient
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83. Unfortunately, we cannot directly compare the predicted longitudinal trajectories since they are
not provided in JMbayes when computing the predicted survival probabilities. The computation
and plotting for the longitudinal prediction in JMbayes is a little laborious since there exists no
corresponding plot method. Moreover, the results are quite misleading since although the estimation
is based on 200 Monte Carlo iterations it only returns the first-order estimate (4.11) as a sort of
mean estimate. Nevertheless, Figure 23 in the Appendix presents the predicted log serum bilirubin
levels for both patients 21 and 83 obtained from JMbayes. In contrast to the survival probabilities,
the predicted longitudinal trajectories differ between the packages. The trajectories in JMbayes have
a much stronger increase in the log serum bilirubin level. Note, that the credibility intervals cannot
be compared since they are computed differently. The differences in the predicted longitudinal
outcomes are probably due to the different modeling of the longitudinal predictors.
Figure 9: Predicted survival probabilities for Subjects 21 and 83 from PBC data estimated in bamlss
(upper) and JMbayes (lower). Solid lines are mean estimates and area around are 95% credibility
intervals. Dashed vertical line indicates last observation time point.
In order to further compare the predictive quality in both packages we evaluate the dynamic
predictions by means of the dynamic C index and the integrated prediction error. To be better able
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to compare both packages we model a constant association in both joint model fits. Therefore, we
fit a new joint model in bamlss which is exactly modeled as described in Section 5.2 only assuming
ηα to be constant. The results for all three model fits are presented in Table 5. Where columns
three and four present the results for an in-sample evaluation and the results in columns five and six
are based on a 10-fold cross validation. For the in-sample evaluation both models in bamlss yield a
In-sample Cross-validation
Package ηα Cˆ
∆2
dyn
ˆIPE(5, 2) Cˆ∆2dyn, 10-CV
ˆIPE10-CV(5, 2)
bamlss time-varying 0.8751 0.0486 0.8601 0.0712
(23.8) (42.7) (2.1) (0.5)
bamlss constant 0.8794 0.0471 0.8644 0.0717
(22.14) (41.54) (2.0) (0.46)
JMbayes constant 0.8611 0.0516 0.848 0.0530
(7.2) (14.9) (0.41) (0.31)
Table 5: Evaluation of the predictive quality in packages bamlss and JMbayes by means of the
dynamic C index (C∆2dyn) and the integrated prediction error (IPE(5, 2)) using 100 Monte Carlo
iterations. Both measures use a prediction interval of length 2 where the IPE uses all observations
from the first 5 years. Numbers in parenthesis indicate computation time (in minutes) on a 3.40
GHz Intel Xeon Processor E5-2643.
higher dynamic C index and a lower integrated prediction error compared to JMbayes. For the cross
validation bamlss yields a higher discrimination index but in terms of the integrated prediction
error JMbayes outperforms bamlss. That is because JMbayes uses different time points for the
computation of the prediction errors. In detail, the integrated prediction error is calculated as a
weighted sum (4.24) of prediction errors where each prediction error is computed at the individual
actual observed event times. In our implementation we use the actual observed event times in the
new provided data which in this case are the testing data. However, in JMbayes those time points are
taken from the data the model was fitted to (training data). Re-estimating the integrated prediction
error for the joint model fit in JMbayes but using the same evaluation points as in bamlss we get
ˆIPE10-CV(5, 2) = 0.0755 which is higher than both results in bamlss. Comparing both model fits in
bamlss a constant modeling of predictor ηα results in almost the same evaluation measures. This
is probably due to the fact that the time-varying smooth effect modeled in ηα rather indicates a
constant association between marker and hazard which can be seen in Figure 4.
6 Simulation
We assess the predictive quality of the implemented dynamic prediction for flexible Bayesian additive
joint models by means of a simulation study. For a time-constant ηα we are especially interested
in comparing our results to the ones obtained from the package JMbayes. Moreover, we are going
to evaluate the dynamic prediction for models where the true underlying association between the
longitudinal marker and the time-to-event is time-varying. In those settings we aim to examine
whether modeling a time-varying predictor ηα improves the performance of the dynamic prediction
by comparing it to models that assume a constant predictor ηα. For both approaches, we are going
to base the dynamic predictions on the joint models fitted in the simulation study by Ko¨hler et al.
(2017) where they use two different simulated data settings.
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6.1 Simulation design
6.1.1 Data and Model
The difficulty when simulating survival data is that we are, in fact, not directly modeling the
survival times but rather a hazard function. In this case the simulated variables cannot be directly
connected to the survival times via the pre-specified coefficients as it is for example the case for
linear regressions. Therefore, Bender et al. (2005) developed a method to compute survival times
when simulating data for a Cox proportional hazard model. This method was extended by Crowther
and Lambert (2013) which is suitable for more complex hazard models using numerical integration
and root-finding algorithms.
The survival function for a Cox proportional hazard model is defined as
Si(t) = Pr(T
∗
i > t) = exp
[
−
∫ t
0
h0(u) exp(w
>
i γ) du
]
= exp[H0(t) exp(w
>
i γ)] (6.1)
with H0(t) =
∫ t
0
h0(u) du denoting the integrated baseline hazard and w and γ being the observed
time-constant covariates and the corresponding coefficient vector. The corresponding distribution
function for the survival time T ∗i is then Fi(t) = 1 − Si(t). Using the facts that Fi(T ∗i ) = U with
U ∼ U(0, 1) and 1− U ∼ U(0, 1), we get for the survival function
1− U = Si(T ∗i ), (6.2)
or equivalently
U = Si(T
∗
i ) = exp[H0(T
∗
i ) exp(w
>
i γ)]. (6.3)
Solving this expression w.r.t the survival time T ∗i yields
T ∗i = H
−1
0
[− log(U) exp(−w>i γ)] , (6.4)
where U is a random variable following a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1]. Therefore, when
sampling a value for U the survival time T ∗i can be computed.
Not all baseline hazards can be easily inverted and integrated. Plus, in the case of joint models
the covariates are time-varying. Therefore, Crowther and Lambert (2013) suggest finding values for
T ∗i such that
Si(T
∗
i )− U = 0. (6.5)
This is done by sampling a value for U from U(0, 1) and then finding the roots using for example a
Newton-Raphson algorithm. The integral for the cumulative hazard is approximated using Gaussian
quadrature.
Following the simulation design of Ko¨hler et al. (2017), every data setting consists of n subjects
that are followed over a sequence of fixed time points P. The true longitudinal marker ηµ(t) is
calculated as in (3.16) with
• the effect of time fµ1(t) = 0.1(t+ 2) exp(−0.075t),
• random subject-specific intercepts fµ2(i) = ri where ri ∼ N (0, 0.025),
• functional random intercepts fµ3(t, i) = Xµ3βµ3,
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• a global intercept fµ4(xµi) = 0.5, and
• a covariate effect fµ5 = 0.6 sin(x2i) where x2i ∼ U(−3, 3).
The functional random intercepts are simulated using B-splines with 10 knots (two inner knots) and 6
basis functions, drawing the true vector of spline coefficients from βµ3 ∼ N (0, (1/τ2s )K˜s+(1/τ2t )K˜t)
as described in (3.18) with Kt = D
>
2 D2, τ
2
s = 1 and τ
2
t = 0.2. Ko¨hler et al. (2017) compute
the hazard function for each subject as stated in equation (3.12) with the true baseline hazard
ηλ(t) = 1.4 log((t+ 10)/1000) and baseline survival predictor ηγi = 0.5 sin(xi1) with xi1 ∼ U(−3, 3).
The true association ηα(t) differs between the simulation settings assuming either a constant or time-
varying effect. Being able to compute the hazard hi(t) the survival times are derived as described
above. Every subject is censored after max(P) and additional uniform censoring is induced by
drawing individual censoring times from U(0, 1.5 ·max(P)). Moreover, the observed marker values
yij are computed by adding independent errors εij ∼ N (0, 0.32) to each ηµi(tij). Missing data
is generated by randomly discarding p% of the longitudinal observations from the original data.
Using this general setup we simulate two different data settings: a and b. Data setting a consists
of na = 150 subjects that are observed at time points Pa = [0, 1, 2, ..., 120] where pa = 75% of
the original data is randomly set to missing and on average 108 (72%) events occur. In b we have
nb = 300, Pb = [0, 3, 6, ..., 72] and pb = 10% with on average 165 (55%) events leading to a larger
data set compared to a.
Due to some changes in the function simJM() which is used for the generation of the data, we
use the old bamlss package version 0.1-3 that is available in the supplementary material provided
by Ko¨hler et al. (2017) to generate the data. For more details on the changes of the function see
Appendix D.1.
In total, Ko¨hler et al. (2017) set up four different data and simulation schemes where for each
scheme Q = 200 samples are drawn. In each sample q, for the computation of the posterior mean
estimates, 23,000 MCMC samples are drawn including a burn-in phase of 3,000 and a thinning of
20 which results in 1,000 samples. The starting values for the MCMC sampling are always the
corresponding posterior mode estimates.
The first two simulations, 1a and 1b, assume ηα = 1 in order to compare the results from
the package bamlss to the ones obtained from the implementation of joint models in the package
JMBayes.
The longitudinal predictor in each setting is modeled in two different ways. First we only include
a random intercept and a random slope for the observation time points per subject. Then in the
second fitting approach we include the aforementioned extension (3.16) which means modeling a
random intercept, a smooth function of time and functional random intercepts. A general overview
of both model set ups is presented in Table 6. Those two approaches of modeling the predictor ηµ
lets us further explore if a more functional modeling is generally beneficial for the quality of the
dynamic prediction.
For both modeling approaches the predictors ηλ and ηγ are modeled in bamlss using P-splines
with cubic B-splines, second difference penalties and 10 knots (2 internal knots) which results in 5
basis functions per effect. In the less flexible model we model the longitudinal predictor ηµ with a
smooth covariate effect using P-splines with 12 knots (4 internal knots) yielding 7 basis functions
and a linear effect of time. For the random effects we only include subject-specific intercepts and
a random slope. In the more flexible model ηµ is modeled as described in (3.16). We use P-splines
with cubic B-splines, second difference penalties and 12 knots (4 internal knots) for the smooth
effect of time, the functional random intercepts and the covariate effect yielding 7 basis functions
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per effect and 7 · n basis functions for the functional random intercepts after the application of the
identifiability constraints.
In JMbayes the less flexible longitudinal model includes a smooth covariate effect using B-splines
with no in internal knot in setting 1a and one internal knot in 1b, a linear effect of time as well
as a random intercept and slope per subject. The corresponding longitudinal model in the flexible
approach is fitted using cubic B-splines for the fixed and random effects with one internal knot for
the larger data setting b and no internal knot for setting a, yielding 4 and 3 basis functions. In both
approaches the baseline survival predictor ηγ is modeled using cubic B-splines with 2 internal knots
resulting in 5 basis functions. The baseline hazard is modeled using P-splines with default arguments
in JMbayes, meaning cubic B-splines, second order difference penalties and 17 basis functions. The
number of knots for both submodels in JMbayes were chosen such that the DIC is minimized. For
the MCMC sampling the default arguments are used resulting in 20,000 iterations with a burn-in of
3,000 and thinning which leaves 2,000 MCMC samples.
In the second simulation settings, 2a and 2b, where the true underlying association is nonlinear
all predictors but ηα are specified as before. For data setting a this true association is ηα(t) =
cos ((t− 33)/33) and for data setting b ηα(t) = cos (t− 20)/20 in order to achieve a similar shape
in spite of the different time sequences. For both settings we fit two different models in bamlss in
order to investigate if a time-varying modeling of ηalpha improves the dynamic prediction. First
we model a time-varying association using P-splines with 10 knots (2 internal knots) which results
in 5 basis functions when applying the constraints and second assuming a constant association. All
other predictors are modeled as in setting 1.
Note that the joint model fit in bamlss can last from 10-14 hours (setting 1a) up to 7-8 days
(setting 2b) per model highly depending on the simulation setting and the used processor. The
estimation times in JMbayes are significantly lower ranging from 2-3 hours (setting 1a) to 5-6 hours
(setting 1b). To reduce the total computation time the estimation of the joint models is parallelized
where on each core one joint model is fitted.
A comparison of the resulting model fits in setting 1 by means of bias, MSE and coverage of the
true parameter is given in the Appendix D.3. Note, that in setting 1a one model (q = 91) fails to
converge in JMbayes which yields large biases and MSEs. Hence, we are going to exclude this model
for the evaluation of the dynamic prediction.
6.1.2 Evaluation
The quality of our implemented dynamic prediction is going to be assessed based on the four intro-
duced simulation schemes. The first two simulation settings, 1a and 1b, are used to compare our
results to the predictions obtained from the package JMbayes. Using the code and the old bamlss
package version supplied by Ko¨hler et al. (2017) in the corresponding supplementary material, we
generate for each setting one new data set. For the smaller data set a we have na = 500 subjects
and set pa = 30% of the original data randomly to missing. For the larger data setting we follow
nb = 700 subjects where pb = 5% of the original longitudinal observations are missing. This leads
to 363 (73%) events and on average 28.7 observations per subject in setting a and 400 (57%) events
in data set b with on average 9.5 longitudinal observations per subject. Each fitted joint model is
then going to be evaluated by means of discrimination and calibration measures using the same new
generated data set for all 200 models. To reduce the computation time, the estimation of the survival
probabilities is based on the first-order estimator in all settings and both packages. In setting 1 for
the computation of the dynamic C index C∆tdyn we will use 6 different lengths for the prediction inter-
val for 1a, which are ∆ta = {3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30}, and five different ∆ts for b, ∆tb = {3, 6, 12, 18, 24},
that are adjusted to the different time scale. Further the integrated prediction error is estimated
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Predictor flexible (bamlss/JMbayes) less flexible
ηµ - global intercept
- subject-specific intercepts
- smooth effect of time (P-splines/B-splines)
- subject-specific deviations from global smooth
time effect (P-splines/B-splines)
- smooth covariate effect (P-splines/B-splines)
- global intercept
- subject-specific intercepts
- linear effect of time
- random slope
- smooth covariate effect
ηλ - baseline hazard (P-splines / P-splines)
ηγ - smooth covariate effect (P-splines/B-splines)
ηα - constant (Setting 1) / time-varying (Setting 2)
ησ - constant
Table 6: Simulation model setup. All terms for each predictor in flexible (left) and less flexible
(right) approach. For the flexible model the entries in parenthesis indicate how smooth effects are
modeled in bamlss (first) and JMbayes (second).
for several distinct intervals of same length such that almost the whole observation range is covered.
That is for setting 1a we have 7 intervals of equal length 15, starting from 5 and ending at time
point 110 ([5, 20], ..., [95, 110]). For data setting 1b we split the interval [6, 69] into seven intervals
of length 9 ([6, 15], ..., [60, 69]). To reduce the computation times in setting 2 we only compute the
dynamic C index for two different prediction interval lengths, one shorter and one longer interval
(∆ta = {5, 30}, ∆tb = {6, 24}). Moreover, we compare two different intervals for the integrated
prediction error, one at the beginning and one rather in the end. For 2a we use the intervals [20,
35] and [80, 95] and for 2b the intervals [15, 24] and [60, 69].
The computation times highly differ between settings but also depend on the lengths of the
prediction interval (dynamic C index) or the position of the interval (integrated prediction error).
For instance on a 3.40 GHz Intel Xeon Processor E5-2643 the computation of the prediction error
in the first interval for setting 1a takes around 5 hours in bamlss and 3 in JMbayes for each model.
In setting 1b the computation takes on average 11 hours in bamlss and around 7 hours in JMbayes.
The dynamic C index is estimated faster with on average 2 hours in bamlss and 40 to 60 minutes
in JMbayes for setting 1a. In setting 1b the computation takes around 4 hours (bamlss) or 2 hours
(JMbayes) per model. To reduce the overall computation time we parallelized the computation
where each core estimates the corresponding measure for one model.
Due to some minor bugs in the package JMbayes we used a slightly modified version which is
attached in the supplementary material of this work. More details on the different modifications are
given in the Appendix D.2. However, it is important to note that some modifications are only valid
for the explicit setup of the simulation study described above and therefore this modified version
can only be used in this context.
6.2 Simulation results
The main focus of this simulation study is the comparison of the predictive quality to JMbayes. For
the discrimination measure (dynamic C index) the results for the models that include a more flexible
modeling of the longitudinal trajectory are presented in Figure 10. The plots for the models that
only model a random intercept and slope are shown in the Appendix D.4.
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Figure 10: Dynamic C index (discrimination) for 200 simulated models that flexibly model the
predictor ηµ evaluated based on one newly generated data set for prediction intervals of length {3,
5, 10, 15, 20, 30} in bamlss and JMbayes. The upper plot shows the results for data setting a and
the lower for data setting b.
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In Figure 10 we plot the results for the dynamic C index from both packages, bamlss in orange
and JMbayes in blue, for several lengths of the prediction interval (x axis). Each boxplot represents
the results for the 200 simulated models where each model was evaluated using the same newly
generated data set. The upper plot shows the results for setting 1a and the lower plot setting 1b.
For both settings we generally see an increase of the boxplots for wider prediction intervals. This is
the case since the computation of the dynamic C index is based on the weighted sum (4.21). In this
sum we can always only consider the interval [0, tmax−∆t] where tmax is the last actual observation
time point and ∆t indicates the length of the prediction interval. Hence, for wider intervals we do
not consider the time frame at the end where generally less people are still event free/uncensored
and thus less events occur. We will illustrate this point again later in this Section.
In setting 1a, for all different lengths of the prediction interval bamlss yields on average higher
C indices than JMbayes which means our framework is better capable of discriminating between
subjects that are going to have the event and those that do not have the event. This is particularly
the case for shorter prediction intervals. For wider prediction intervals the C indices from both
packages come closer but still bamlss performs better. For shorter prediction intervals (3 and 5)
bamlss seems to scatter a little more. However, this becomes less for larger intervals such that both
approaches have approximately the same variability. Further, comparing the results to the fit that
only models a random slope and intercept in ηµ that is presented in the upper plot in Figure 24, we
see that a more functional modeling of the longitudinal biomaker clearly improves the quality of the
prediction in both packages.
The lower plot of Figure 10 shows the corresponding results for setting 1b. On average bamlss
has again a lower C index. Only for the shortest prediction interval which is of length 3 we see that
JMbayes outperforms bamlss. As for setting a a more flexible modeling of the longitudinal predictor
ηµ increases the overall performance of the dynamic prediction (compare to lower plot in Figure 24).
Generally, it is striking that in the beginning there is a decrease in the C indices when widening the
prediction interval. All 200 simulated models were only evaluated by means of one newly generated
data set, therefore it is possible that the first decrease in the dynamic C indices is owed by the new
data set. To verify this assumption we again evaluate the 200 models in both packages where this
time each model is evaluated based on a different data set which is done by generating 200 new
data sets. The outcome is shown in Figure 11 where now bamlss has on average a higher dynamic
C index than JMbayes for all different lengths of the prediction interval and we further see a clear
decrease in the C indices. Note that the generally higher variability in this approach is caused by
the fact that we now have 200 different new data sets instead of only one.
As already pointed out before, the C indices generally increase when widening the prediction
interval which we assume is connected to the actual interval used for the computation and thereby
the number of the observed events. This idea is exemplified in Figure 12 where we kind of zoom
into the computation of the dynamic C index in data setting a for a prediction interval of length
15. In the plot the points indicate the different medians of the AUCs at the time points that are
used in the weighted sum (4.21). After time point 60 there is a clear decrease in the overall level of
the AUCs. Comparing this to the distribution of the true event times in the data set used for the
evaluation that is shown in the Appendix Figure 26 we see that there is as well a clear decrease in
the actual observed events. Note, that in our framework we use a Gauss-Legendre quadrature for
the integration of the dynamic C index whereas in JMbayes a Gauss-Kronrod quadrature is used.
That is why we get slightly different evaluation time points in Figure 12.
The results for the integrated prediction error in the more flexible joint model fit are presented
in Figure 13. The output for the less flexible models can be found in the Appendix Figure 25.
Both plots in Figure 13 show the results for the integrated prediction error that is computed at
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Figure 11: Dynamic C index (discrimination) for 200 simulated models in data setting b that flexibly
model the predictor ηµ. Models are evaluated based on 200 newly generated data sets (nb = 300, pb =
10%) for prediction intervals of length {3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30} in bamlss (bam) and JMbayes (jmb).
Figure 12: AUCs that are used for the computation of dynamic C index with a prediction interval
of length 15. Time points at x axis indicate the cut off point for the prediction. Points are median
AUC estimates, dotted lines present the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the 200 models for bamlss
(orange) and JMbayes (blue). The horizontal lines are the corresponding median estimates for the
dynamic C index.
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Figure 13: Integrated prediction error (calibration) for 200 simulated models that flexibly model the
predictor ηµ evaluated for prediction intervals of same length at several distinct intervals in bamlss
(bam) and JMbayes (jmb). The upper plot shows the results for data setting a and the lower for
data setting b.
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several distinct intervals each of length 15 for setting a and 9 for setting b. The boxplots present the
results for all 200 models that are evaluated in each interval based on the same newly generated data
set. Looking at the general course of the integrated prediction errors in both plots we cannot see a
clear trend. Especially in setting b we rather see ups and downs for the whole range. For the first five
intervals in data setting a (upper plot) the prediction errors for the two packages are approximately
at the same level whereas the median estimates for bamlss are slightly lower compared to JMbayes.
In the last two intervals the general level of the integrated prediction errors increase and they become
more variable but still bamlss has a smaller prediction error on average. For data setting b we again
see that both packages yield similar results but still the median estimates in bamlss exhibit smaller
integrated prediction errors for all intervals. Comparing the results to the output for the less flexible
joint models presented in Figure 25 we only see a slight improvement in some intervals when using
a functional modeling for predictor ηµ.
As already indicated we do not see a clear trend for the integrated prediction errors. Those
jumps are closely connected to the ratio of the number of actual observed events in the interval to
the number of event free subjects at the end of the interval. Our simulation study suggests that
for small intervals the dynamic prediction in both packages reveals larger errors when predicting
actual events compared to predicting no event. For large intervals it is the other way around: the
dynamic prediction in general yields smaller errors when predicting actual events than no events.
In both settings compared to the whole range of observations we consider rather small prediction
intervals. Thus, we get larger integrated prediction errors in intervals where we have a smaller ratio.
For instance in setting b looking at interval [51, 60] where we have a relatively small error 15 events
occurred in the interval and 89 subjects were still event free after time point 80 ( 8915 = 5.93) whereas
in interval [42, 51] we observe 30 events and 117 subjects were event free (11730 = 3.9).
This theory is again illustrated in Figure 14 where we evaluate all 200 models fitted in setting a
based on the one newly generated data set by means of the prediction error. We use all available
information until time point 30 and then estimate the prediction error for several interval lengths.
The lower plot presents the ratio of the number of subjects that are still event free by the end of
the interval to the number of actual events occurring in the interval. This ratio is decreasing since
the further we progress in time (which implies larger prediction intervals) the more actual events
are observed in the interval and the less subjects are event free at the end. Therefore, in the begin-
ning when having a large ratio for a short prediction interval (meaning larger prediction errors for
actual events) we get small prediction errors. Then when preceding in time the number of events
in the interval increases. Therefore the prediction errors increase as well until the point where the
prediction interval is large enough such that the dynamic prediction yields smaller prediction errors
when predicting actual events and larger when predicting no events. Since for those large prediction
intervals the proportion of actual events in the interval is relatively high the prediction errors start
to decrease again. Moreover, when comparing the performances of both packages, bamlss almost
always outperforms JMbayes which matches the results from the integrated prediction error.
In simulation setting 2 we investigate if modeling a time-varying association between marker
and event improves the quality of the dynamic prediction when the true underlying association is
nonlinear. Therefore, we compare the resulting dynamic C indices and integrated prediction errors
from joint models that model a time-varying predictor ηα to models only including a constant
association. The output for the dynamic C index is presented in Figure 15 that indicates that the
predictive quality generally profits from a time-varying modeling if the true underlying association is
nonlinear. This is the case for shorter but also longer prediction intervals. Matching to our previous
findings we again see an increase in the overall level for a longer prediction interval.
Figure 16 presents the results for the integrated prediction error. As before for the dynamic C
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Figure 14: Prediction errors for several lengths of the prediction interval starting from 2.5 to 70 using
all available information until time point 30. All 200 simulated models in setting a are evaluated
based on one new generated data set (na = 500, pa = 0.3). The solid lines show the corresponding
mean estimates for bamlss (orange) and JMbayes (blue). Lower plot presents ratio of number of
subjects that were event free at end of interval to number of actual observed events in the interval.
Figure 15: Dynamic C index for 200 simulated models where the true association between marker and
event is nonlinear evaluated based on one newly generated data set per setting. Orange represents
the results for a time varying and blue a constant predictor ηα in the joint model fit.
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Figure 16: Integrated prediction error for 200 simulated models where the true association between
marker and event is nonlinear evaluated based on one newly generated data set per setting. Orange
represents the results for a time varying and blue a constant predictor ηα in the joint model fit.
index, modeling a time-varying association yields at least equally well results compared to a constant
association. Analogous to our previous findings there is no clear trend in the overall course of the
integrated prediction error.
In conclusion, in our simulation study we could show that our implemented dynamic prediction
for flexible Bayesian additive joint models fitted in bamlss performs well in predicting the prob-
ability for future events, as well as in discriminating between subjects that are having the event
and subjects that are still event free. Moreover, we could show that bamlss almost always out-
performs the dynamic predictions in JMbayes when comparing the calibration and discrimination
measures. Modeling the longitudinal predictor ηµ more flexible is especially beneficial when the aim
is to discriminate between subjects. If the true underlying association between marker and event is
nonlinear, the dynamic prediction can be generally improved by modeling a time-varying predictor
ηα.
7 Discussion and Outlook
The core of the presented thesis was to extend the existing R-package bamlss by implementing a
dynamic prediction for flexible Bayesian additive joint models and to further examine if the additional
flexibility improves the predictive quality. For the dynamic prediction we proposed two different
estimators: a first-order estimator that is directly based on the empirical Bayes estimates and the
coefficient estimates obtained from the joint model fit; and an estimator based on a Monte Carlo
simulation that also provides valid credibility intervals. The predictive quality can be assessed by
means of discrimination and calibration measures that were adapted to our time dynamic setting.
More specifically, for the discrimination we supply estimates for the AUC and a dynamic C index. For
the calibration the prediction error as well as the integrated prediction error can be computed. The
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framework of flexible Bayesian additive joint models offers a wide range of joint model specifications
including the possibility to model structured additive predictors as well as a time-varying association
between marker and event. Our implemented dynamic prediction is compatible with all mentioned
joint model specifications.
We performed a re-analysis of the effect of the biomarker serum bilirubin on the liver disease
primary biliary cirrhosis and thereby demonstrated the use of the implemented functions. Previous
studies have already shown that there is a strong relation between the marker and the risk for a
transplant or death (see for example Rizopoulos (2016); Ko¨hler et al. (2018)). We could show that
our prediction framework is well capable of predicting survival probabilities as well as discriminating
between patients that are going to die/have a transplant within a time frame and patients that are
still alive. Those results were further substantiated by a cross validation. Moreover, we compared
the first-order estimator to the Monte Carlo simulation scheme. From that, we recommend using
the first-order estimator if there is no need in obtaining credibility intervals since both approaches
yield almost identical point estimates but the computation of survival probabilities in the Monte
Carlo simulation is more time consuming.
To examine if the additional flexibility offered by the possible joint model specifications in bamlss
is also beneficial for the dynamic prediction we compared our results to the ones obtained in JMbayes
for a simliar model fit. Here, we could show that bamlss outperforms JMbayes not only in an in-
sample evaluation but also in a cross-validation.
To further underpin our findings from the analysis of the PBC data we moreover conducted
a simulation study. The aim of the simulation study was twofold. First, in settings 1a and 1b,
we were aiming to examine if a more flexible modeling of the longitudinal trajectory improves the
predictive quality which was done comparing the dynamic predictions in our framework to the one
implemented in package JMbayes, and second to investigate if a time-varying predictor ηα in the
joint model fit improves the quality of the dynamic prediction. For the comparison of the predictive
quality both packages were compared by means of the dynamic C index, a discrimination measure
that takes the whole follow-up period into account, and the integrated prediction error which is
a dynamic version of the prediction error. In almost all presented measures bamlss outperforms
JMbayes. Another factor which should also be considered when thinking of real data application is
the computational efficencency in terms of computation time. Here, JMbayes yields better results
than bamlss. Moreover, we could show that a more flexible modeling of the longitudinal predictor
ηµ in general improves the predictive quality in both packages, particularly when comparing the dy-
namic C indices. Further, if the true underlying association between marker and event is nonlinear,
we could show that modeling a time-varying predictor ηα improves the overall dynamic prediction.
In summary, taking all presented results into account, we can conclude that generally the quality
of the dynamic prediction can be improved by using flexible Bayesian additive joint models. Still
both presented packages have its disadvantages. As already pointed out the joint model fit in bamlss
is extremely time consuming compared to a similar fit in JMbayes. This could be avoided by basing
the dynamic prediction in the bamlss framework on joint models fitted via posterior mode estima-
tion which would significantly reduce the overall computation time. Ko¨hler et al. (2017) have shown
that the precision of posterior mode and mean estimates are generally similar. However, so far this
approach does not yield any valid credible intervals in the dynamic prediction. Therefore, for future
work it would be clearly beneficial for the dynamic prediction in bamlss to derive a method that is
able to compute credible intervals for the first-order estimator which account for the variability from
the coefficient estimates in the joint model fit and the empirical Bayes estimates. When dealing
with real data the dynamic prediction in JMbayes might be too restrictive since it can only be used
in the time range the model was fitted to. Moreover, both approaches assume independence of the
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observation time points and the marker value which is violated in many observational studies since
follow up visits are often scheduled based on the patient’s condition. So far, to our knowledge, no
dynamic prediction exists that can deal with this problem.
Within the presented dynamic prediction framework that is based on flexible Bayesian additive
joint models, several extensions are possible. Another joint model specification in bamlss further
allows to model a nonlinear association between marker and event (Ko¨hler et al., 2018). Due to
the increasing complexity we so far did not implement this specification for the dynamic prediction.
Furthermore, the predictive quality outside of the observation range could be improved by imple-
menting a prediction for P-splines as for example described in Currie et al. (2004). In this work,
we mainly analyzed the quality of the predicted survival probabilities. For future work it could be
an aim to also compare the predicted longitudinal outcomes of both presented packages by deriving
appropriate validation measures.
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A Technical details in Chapter 2.2.1
In the following we are going to proof the dependencies of the survival function, the hazard rate and
the corresponding density of the true unobserved event time T ∗. Therefore, we will start from the
definition of the hazard function
h(t) = lim
dt→0
Pr(t ≤ T ∗ < t+ dt | T ∗ ≥ t)
dt
,
where the numerator can be reformulated as
Pr(t ≤ T ∗ < t+ dt | T ∗ ≥ t) = Pr(t ≤ T
∗ < t+ dt)
Pr(T ∗ ≥ t)
=
F (t+ dt)− F (t)
S(t)
with F (t) = Pr(T ∗ ≤ t) being the distribution function of T ∗. Plugging this back into the hazard
we get
h(t) =
1
S(t)
lim
dt→0
F (t+ dt)− F (t)
dt
=
f(t)
S(t)
, (A.1)
where the limit in the first equation is the definition of a derivative and thus equals the density
f(t). Having this representation of the hazard we can easily obtain the formula for the density
f(t) = h(t)S(t).
To show the dependency between hazard function and survival function let us start from the
definition of the survival function S(t) = 1 − F (t). Rearranging this expression and taking the
derivative with respect to t yields
f(t) = −dS(t)
d t
.
This means the density equals the negative derivative of the survival function. Combining this fact
with equation (A.1) we can derive
h(t) = −d ln (S(t))
d t
since d ln(S(t))d t = − f(t)S(t) . Plugging this definition into the cumulative hazard rate and using the
properties of the survival function we get
Λ(t) = − ln (S(s))
∣∣∣t
0
= − ln(S(t)) + ln(S(0)︸︷︷︸
=1
) = − ln(S(t)).
Thus, multiplying this equality by −1 and taking the exponential we will get S(t) = exp[−Λ(t)].
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B Important algorithms
B.1 Gaussian quadrature rule
In general, a Gaussian quadrature rule approximates the value of an integral using a weighted sum
of function evaluations, that is ∫ 1
−1
f(x)dx ≈
n∑
i=1
wif(xi),
with the nodes −1 < x1 < x2 < ... < xn < 1 and positive weights wi. The weights are chosen such
that the above approximation is exact for the functions f(x) = xb, b = 0, 1, ..., n− 1. Therefore, we
get the following linear system of equations for an even n
1 . . . 1
x1 . . . xn
...
...
xn−11 . . . x
n−1
n


w1
w2
...
wn
 =

2
0
...
2/n
 . (B.1)
The location of the nodes depends on the type of quadrature. The benefit of a Gaussian quadrature
is that an n-point Gaussian quadrature is exact for all polynomials up to degree n − 1. The nodes
and its corresponding weights are typically defined on the interval [−1, 1] but can be extended to
the interval [a, b] using the following transformation∫ b
a
f(x)dx ≈ b− a
2
n∑
i=1
f
(
b− a
2
xi +
a+ b
2
)
wi. (B.2)
We get this expression by transforming the integral
∫ b
a
f(x) to an integral on the interval [−1, 1]
(Schwarz and Ko¨ckler, 2011).
For the implementation of the dynamic prediction we specifically use the Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture. Here, the n nodes are chosen to equal the roots of the n-th Legendre polynomial on the interval
[−1, 1]. In the following we are going to show that an n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature exactly
determines the integral for all polynomials up to degree 2n− 1 by following the proof in Chapter 7
in Schwarz and Ko¨ckler (2011). Therefore, we quickly introduce the system of Legendre polynomi-
als which we denote by {Ln(x), n = 0, 1, 2, ...}. Legendre polynomials are orthogonal polynomials
where the first n can be derived by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to the functions
1, x, x2, x3, ..., xn. These polynomials have the following properties
1. Ln(x) is of degree n
2. Ln(x) has exactly n roots in the interval [−1, 1]
3.
∫ 1
−1 Li(x)Lj(x)dx = 0, if i 6= j, meaning the polynomials are orthogonal
4. span({L0(x), ..., Ln(x)}) = span({1, x, ..., xn}),
where the fourth property implies orthogonality between Ln and any polynomial up to degree n−1.
Let p(x) be a polynomial of degree 2n− 1 and Ln(x) denote the n-th Legendre polynomial. Then,
we get via polynomial division
p(x) : Ln(x) = q(x) + r(x),
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where the quotient q(x) is a polynomial of degree ≤ n − 1 and the remainder r(x) with degree
≤ n− 1. This gives us the following representation∫ 1
−1
p(x)dx =
∫ 1
−1
q(x)Ln(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+
∫ 1
−1
r(x)dx,
where the second integral equals zero due to the fourth property of the Legendre polynomials.
Moreover, we have the equalities
n∑
i=1
wip(xi) =
n∑
i=1
wiq(xi)Ln(xi) +
n∑
i=1
wir(xi) =
n∑
i=1
wir(xi)
=
∫ 1
−1
r(xi) =
∫ 1
−1
p(xi)
where the second equality holds since we are using the roots of Ln as our nodes. And the third
equality is exact since we are using an n-point Gaussian quadrature for an n − 1 polynomial with
the above introduced weights wi.
B.2 Newton-Raphson algorithm
The Newton-Raphson algorithm is a popular method to numerically find the root of a function
that cannot be solved analytically. The idea behind this algorithm is to linearize the function at
some point x(k) using a tangent. For this tangent we can then easily compute the root x(k+1)
analytically which also serves as the starting point for the next iteration step. This procedure is
then repeated until the algorithm converges. Formally, we get for the tangent by using a first order
Taylor approximation
t(x) = f(x(k)) + (x− x(k))f ′(x(k)).
Setting t(x) = 0 and solving for x we get the iteration rule
x(k+1) = x(k) − f(x
(k))
f ′(x(k))
. (B.3)
For the estimation of parameters the Newton-Raphson algorithm is typically used to solve opti-
mization problems such as the maximization of the log likelihood function. Hence we are searching
for the roots of the derivative of a function f . In this case we can also interpret the Newton-Raphson
algorithm in such way that we approximate f at some point x(k) using a second order Taylor ap-
proximation. Having a second order polynomial we can easily optimize this function analytically to
get the starting values for the next iteration. In detail, we get for the second order polynomial
q(x) = f(x(k)) + (x− x(k))f ′(x(k)) + 1
2
(x− x(k))2f ′′(x(k)). (B.4)
This quadratic function can be simply optimized by taking the first derivative
∂q(x)
∂x
= f ′(x(k)) + (x− x(k))f ′′(x(k)). (B.5)
and setting this expression equal to zero. Solving for x we get an equivalent iteration rule as above
for the root of the first derivative of f .
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B.3 Expectation Maximization algorithm
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is widely used to find maximum likelihood estimates
in the case of missing data or latent variables. The general idea is to first estimate values for the
latent variables (Expectation-step/E-step) and then using these values to optimize the likelihood
(Maximization-step/M-step). To put this more formally, let ϑ be the parameter vector and let x
and z denote the observed and missing data, respectively, along with the observed data likelihood
L(ϑ | x) and the complete likelihood L(ϑ | x, z). The aim is to maximize the observed data
likelihood. However, maximizing L(ϑ | x) might be difficult. Instead, it is often easier to optimize
the complete data likelihood. This yields the following algortihm
• Choose starting value ϑ(0)
• Iterate k = 1, 2, ... between E/M-steps until convergence of ϑ(k)
E-step: compute Q(ϑ | ϑ(k)) = EZ|x,ϑ(k) [logL(ϑ | x,Z)]
M-step: compute ϑ(k+1) = arg max
ϑ
Q(ϑ | ϑ(k)),
where the expectation in the E-step is taken with respect to Z given x and the current parameter
values ϑ(k). Generally, it was shown that the EM algorithm converges rather slow compared to
a Newton-Raphson algorithm. However, in each step the likelihood increases or at least does not
decrease and guarantees convergence (Moon, 1996).
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C PBC data
C.1 Diagnostics and Summary of model fit
We can check the convergence of the Markov chains by plotting the traceplots as well as the autocor-
relation function via the method plot and setting the argument which = "samples". Due to the
limited space only the plots for the first 4 coefficients for βα are shown in Figure 17 which indicates
that the Markov chains well converged to the posterior distribution.
Figure 17: Traceplots (left) and autocorrelation functions (right) for first 4 estimated spline coeffi-
cients for predictor ηα.
To further examine the model results we present a plot for the effect of the smooth baseline
hazard in Figure 18 that seems to be quite linear. The plots for the different terms in predictor
ηµ are shown in Figure 19. In the left plot we see the subject-specific intercepts, in the middle the
overall smooth time effect and in the right plot the functional random intercepts. The smooth time
effect is increasing and relatively linear. Note that the wider credibility intervals for the smooth
effects in the survival submodel compared to the credibility intervals in the longitudinal model are
owed by the fact that we only use n = 312 observations for the survival model but N = 1945
observations in the longitudinal model.
C.2 Diagnostics of dynamic prediction
Figure 20 shows the traceplots and autocorrelation functions for the first four random effects coeffi-
cients of subject 21 that are obtained from a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with 2000 iterations and
a burnin-phase of 700 yielding in total 1300 samples. Comparing this output to the one obtained
in Figure 7 that is based on a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with 100 iterations and no burn-in
phase we see that the traceplots become more constant and flat indicating a better convergence of
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Figure 18: Point estimates (solid line) and credibility intervals (shaded area) for smooth effect of
baseline hazard in the model fit for PBC data.
Figure 19: Effects for longitudinal predictor in model fit for PBC data including plots for random
intercepts (left), smooth effect of time (middle) and functional random intercepts (right).
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Figure 20: Traceplots (left) and autocorrelation functions (right) for first four random effects co-
efficients of subject 21 from PBC fit. Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is based on 2000 iterations
including a burn-in of 700.
the chains. However, when comparing the dynamic predictions from those two approaches (Figures
5 and 21) we do not see any essential differences.
C.3 Comparison of packages
The smooth effect of time for the longitudinal submodel and the subject-specific deviations from
this overall effect for the joint model fit in JMbayes are presented in Figure 22. Comparing those
effects to the ones in bamlss (Figure 19) we see that the overall smooth time effect is more steep for
JMbayes and further the individual curves for the deviations from this general effect are substantially
different. Those differences are probably owed by the very different choices of basis functions.
The predicted longitudinal outcomes for patients 21 and 83 from the PBC data in JMbayes
are presented in Figure 23. The dynamic predictions are obtained using the function predict().
Compared to the estimated smooth effect in bamlss the estimated effect in JMbayes is more steep
and and further the subject-specific deviations are substentially different. We assume that those
differences are due to the different modelings of the effects.
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Figure 21: Dynamic prediction for patient 21 from PBC data that is based on a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm with 2000 iterations and a burn-in of 700 yielding 1300 samples.
Figure 22: Effects for longitudinal predictor in JMbayes model fit for PBC data including smooth
effect of time (left) and subject-specific deviations from this effect (right).
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Figure 23: Predicted longitudinal outcomes for patients 21 and 83 from PBC data obtained from joint
model fit in JMbayes. Solid lines present first-order estimates and dashed lines are 95% credibility
intervals based in 100 Monte Carlo iterations.
D Simulation
D.1 Changes in data generating function
The package bamlss provides a function simJM() that allows to generate data for a joint model
setup. However, due to changes in the calculation of the predictors ηλ and ηγ the old version 0.1-3
yields different data compared to the current package version 1.1-2 that is currently available at
CRAN. Table 7 presents the changes between both versions.
Predictor old version new version
ηλ 1.4 · log(time + 10)/100 1.4 · (log(time + 10)/100)− 1.5
ηγ sin(x1) 0.3 · x1
Table 7: Changes in the computation for the predictors ηλ and ηγ in the function simJM between the
bamlss package versions 0.1-3 (old version) and 1.1-2 (new version). The covariate x1 is drawn
from U(−3, 3) for each subject.
D.2 Modification JMbayes
In total three passages in the package JMbayes were changed in order to evaluate the simulations in
Section 6.
First, the baseline survival predictor ηγ in the estimation of the joint models in JMbayes is mod-
eled using cubic B-splines which are created using the function pspline() together with a roughness
penalty close to zero, theta = 0.001. In the function for the dynamic prediction survfitJM() the
design matrices for the new data are generated using the attributes of the resulting object rather
than the direct function call. Hence, the default arguments are used for the function psplines()
and the argument theta is disregarded which leads to an error. To overcome this problem, we
extract the boundary knots from the attributes and pass the covariate, as well as those boundary
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knots and the roughness penalty directly to the function psplines() in order to get the design
matrix. Note, that this modification only works in the concrete simulation design and cannot be
used for any other dynamic predictions.
Second, we fixed a bug in the function S.b() for the computation of the survival function that
is especially used to calculate the dynamic predictions for the survival outcomes. If the survival
function is to be computed at time point t = 0 the function returns S(0) = 0 although the value
should be 1. We simply replaced the returned value by 1.
The last modification was in the function prederrJM() for the computation of the integrated
prediction error (IPE) where the different prediction errors are computed at the time points of the
actual events happening in this interval. In the package JMbayes, the actual event times for the
interval are taken from the data the joint model was fitted to but not the provided new data for
which the dynamic prediction should be evaluated. This can lead to errors if no event occurred
in the original data but there are events happening in the new data set. We fixed this by taking
the actual event times from the new data as the time points for the computation of the prediction
error. Moreover, this modification makes the results for the integrated prediction errors from both
packages comparable.
D.3 Model results
In the first simulation setting where we assume a constant association between event and marker
our main focus is the comparison between the two packages bamlss and JMbayes. Therefore, Table
8 shows the bias, MSE and coverage of the true parameter for all predictors.
aMSE Bias Coverage
Predictor 1a 1b 1a 1b 1a 1b
ηα bamlss 0.038 0.021 0.041 0.043 0.915 0.925
JMbayes 17.35 0.021 0.389 0.048 0.850 0.880
ηγ + ηλ bamlss 0.013 0.083 -0.0379 -0.038 0.932 0.943
JMbayes 7468 0.101 -5.658 -0.048 0.744 0.742
ηµ bamlss 0.025 0.031 0.0005 0.00002 0.942 0.946
JMbayes 0.048 0.029 0.006 0.008 * *
* No credibility intervals and thus no coverage could be calculated for these predictors.
Table 8: Model simulation results. Posterior mean estimation results from bamlss and JMbayes
from data setting 1 (constant ηα) for small (a) and large (b) data sets.
When comparing the different measures it is striking that especially in Setting 1a the models
fitted in JMbayes perform worse. Those poor values are especially owed by one single model (q = 91),
that fails to properly fit the data. Particularly, the coefficient estimates for predictor ηγ are about
200 times larger compared to the other ones. Hence, Table 9 shows the same values again but this
time leaving out model fit 91. When now comparing the results we see that both packages are
relatively comparable. In both settings bamlss estimates the association ηα more precisely when
comparing the bias and coverage. In general bamlss achieves a higher coverage for all predictors in
both settings.
D.4 Further evaluation results
In this section we present the simulation results for the models that only use a random slope and
intercept for modeling the predictor ηµ. The results for the discrimination measure are shown in
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aMSE Bias Coverage
Predictor 1a 1b 1a 1b 1a 1b
ηα bamlss 0.039 0.021 0.041 0.043 0.915 0.925
JMbayes 0.047 0.021 0.095 0.049 0.854 0.879
ηγ + ηλ bamlss 0.132 0.083 -0.038 -0.039 0.932 0.943
JMbayes 0.151 0.101 -0.088 -0.049 0.748 0.743
ηµ bamlss 0.025 0.031 0.0005 0.00001 0.942 0.946
JMbayes 0.031 0.029 -0.001 0.008 * *
* No credibility intervals and thus no coverage could be calculated for these predictors.
Table 9: Model simulation results without model 91. Posterior mean estimation results from bamlss
and JMbayes from data setting 1 (constant ηα) for small (a) and large (b) data sets.
Figure 24 and the ones for the prediction error in Figure 25. For the dynamic C index we again see a
general increasing trend for the overall C indices. Comparing the packages bamlss even outperform
JMbayes when only modeling a less flexible longitudinal predictor. This is particularly the case
for data setting b where bamlss not only exhibits on average higher C indices but also a smaller
variability. Only for the smallest length of the prediction interval JMbayes performs better. However,
we could show that this is owed by the single data set used for the evaluation.
In Figure 25 we present the integrated prediction errors for several distinct intervals where each
interval has the same length. As for the more flexible models we do not see a clear trend but
rather again those ups and downs in the same intervals. In general bamlss yields smaller integrated
prediction errors but for all intervals both packages are approximately at the same level.
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Figure 24: Caption
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Figure 25: Caption
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Figure 26: Histogram of the true observed events times in data set a that is used for the evaluation
of the simulated models.
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